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Technical University of Crete, Chania, Greece
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It is with great pleasure that we present to you the 7th issue of the archiDOCT e-journal, a celebratory issue marking its 3rd year of publication. We are honored to be the guest editors and we
would like to express our deepest gratitude to Maria Voyatzaki, archiDOCT’s Editor-in-Chief, for
entrusting us with this endeavor. Moreover, we would like to thank the members of the Scientific
Committee for their fruitful reviews, as well as the participating PhD students for their impeccable
collaboration. Furthermore, we are thankful to Kas Oosterhuis and Ilona Lénárd for providing us with a most thought-provoking, ‘nonstandard’ Good Practice Example that features their best
design works and presents, at the same time, a chronology of the intricate fusion between art and
architecture on a digital platform.
The current issue presents papers that explore the field of Transformable Architecture.
The issue wishes to engage the readers with the definitions and perceptions of ‘transformability’
through different lenses of the contemporary contemplation on architecture and stimulate whilst
sharing the need for creating a human-centered dynamic environment. ‘Kinetic’, ‘portable’, ‘flexible’,
‘adaptable’ and ‘mobile’, are all keywords that enhance the ‘transformability’ spectrum and help
create a richer outcome. The scope of the issue is to highlight doctoral research work that deals
with the design and implementation of spatial kinetic systems and configurations, brings forward
the parametric relationship between space, time and human activity, addresses the challenges in
developing real-time animated buildings that respond to environmental changes as well as to diversifying human needs and wishes, and strengthens the connections between design innovation,
nature, science and art.
The first doctoral essay to feature in this issue is by Alexander Liu Cheng, a PhD student at
the TU Delft, who explores the research dimensions of embedding high-resolution intelligence
into the built-environment. The direction he is pointing at is one that has been prophetized for
some time now; the dawn of accessible, open-ended micro-controllers that allow the built up of
interactive systems and, of course, interactive spaces.The notion of a high-resolution architecture is
pointing toward the visible future of highly-adaptable, customizable and personalized environments.
The author argues that the technologies of today facilitate the emergence of a deeper connection
between user and space, noting also the liabilities presented by over-communication –the problem
of annoying and invasive responses. He is an advocate of a technology-permeated built environment,
arguing that the design tools will affect the fabrication tools, and both of them will affect the tools
for the operation of the high-resolution space.
Carlos Aguiar’s research work at Cornell University gravitates toward a responsive, cyber-physical architecture that will act, or better EnAct, as a social activator of informal gathering spaces in
the city. One crucial topic in the discourse of adaptable intelligent environments is the ability to
affect urban areas, and especially, to raise their significance upon the level it was in the pre-digital
era, when social activities where location-dependent. The author refers to this issue by following
the direction of distributed embedded technology that is able to create a matrix of transparent
interactivity. He further elaborates on the social and cultural aspects that affect the specifications
of such an approach. His theoretical basis fortifies the notion of a distributed system approach, with
people being drawn easier within an urban interactive setting as actors, in comparison to more
thematic and high-profile approaches. Based on his research, he describes EnAct, a system that tries
to address the specifications set in order to achieve a higher level of participation from the people.
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Olga Bannova from the Chalmers University of Technology argues for a transdisciplinary integrated methodology of design and construction in Polar Regions characterized with extreme
environmental conditions. The author pays particular attention to emerging technologies, materials
and the optimization of proven techniques in order to find more economical and adaptable design
solutions, while providing functional comfort for habitability and productivity. The paper argues
that integrating an architectural approach into construction planning in Polar Regions is critical for
enabling sustainability and resilient, as well as flexible, strategies. The paper concludes with planning
considerations regarding human factors and environmental related requirements, as well as general
and specific design considerations.
Nils Jäger, a PhD student at the University of Nottingham, studies the notion of enaction in the
area of adaptive architecture. Interactivity, responsiveness and adaptability in architecture imply that
there are mutual influences between inhabitants and their environment, leading to dynamic systems
of autonomous and group behaviors. The author investigates the context in which these influences
take place and the parameters that such a design approach should include in order to address the
prevailing dynamics and the relationships at play, and, furthermore, facilitate the creation of beneficial environments, both physiologically and psychologically. The paper argues that such a context
is provided through the notion of Enaction, which is a form of embodiment that emphasizes the
interactive nature of making sense of the world.The author strongly believes that such a framework
can help architects create more user-friendly environments, getting rid of the possible overbearing
sense of ‘ever-present’ monitoring and responding by ‘over-eager’ systems.
Our fifth selected paper was submitted by Vladimir Andjelkovic from the University of Belgrade, who researches the physical transformation of objects, which relates to a spatially mechanical
movement of basic constructive elements. In particular, he investigates four main transformation
principles in the architectural design of a contemporary house, emphasizing on the importance of
applying those principles in the development of an architectural design methodology for residential buildings to better facilitate the ‘unfamiliar user’. The transformation principles represent the
physical and perceptive transformation of the structure’s interior layout and exterior membrane,
which is achieved through opening and closing, expanding and contracting, joining and division, and
pulling in and drawing out of elements. Moreover, the paper offers an interesting visual analysis of
case studies along with their determining transformation principles.

Cover Image credits: Étienne-Jules Marey, Chronophotography
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Powerlines
Kas Oosterhuis, Ilona Lénárd
Directors ONL [Oosterhuis_Lénárd]

Abstract
As from the decision the authors took to embark on a new enterprise that we described as the
fusion of art and architecture on a digital platform, we realized a series of innovative projects
at various scales, which are living proof of the chosen fusion concept, along the way showing
the progress of our efforts and insights how to implement actual digital technologies in the very
design process. In this essay we describe their most relevant and iconic features.The ambition
to fuse art and architecture on digital platform has been a radical attitude from the beginning,
and we have lived up to this initial ambition until today, having realized a number of public
works of art and some larger building complexes as well. We tend not to categorize our built
constructs as either art or architecture, we rather consider them to be sculpture buildings or
building sculptures. As from the start of each project the artistic dimension has been leading,
while the technological novelties were invented along the way with the sole purpose to realize
our vision. Typically we invent for each project a new procedure, a new technology, a new way
of connecting the vision to the real world.We challenged ourselves to be visionary and practical
at the same time. We managed to link our intuition to logic, to train our intuition as to steer
our logic.We theorized and practiced signature Powerlines to give shape to the swarming point
cloud of reference points, which forms the basis for all further design and execution decisions.
The Powerlines are seen as intuitive top down decisions imposed on otherwise bottom-up open
design systems.

Keywords
Art; Architecture; Fusion; Digital; Radical; Sculpture buildings; Building sculptures;
Visionary; Practical; Intuition; Logic; Powerlines; Swarm; Point cloud; Reference points;
Top-down; Bottom-up; Open design systems.

Note

This essay has appeared previously in the book titled Building Dynamics: Exploring
Architecture of Change, which was edited by Branko Kolarevic and Vera Parlac and
published by Routledge in 2015 (pp. 253-266).
Used with permission from Routledge, the book’s editors and the author.
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Vectorial Body
The commissions we have received in the early years of our joint art-architecture practice were
to a large extent initiated by the art sector. In the first year of our joint practice, the request to
organize a symposium, exhibition and workshops, entitled The Synthetic Dimension [1991], which
took place in Gerrit Rietveld’s cute pavilion De Zonnehof in Amersfoort, came from Paul Coumans,
art director of De Zonnehof and Head of the local art council. One year later, the invitation to join
a competition for the Garbage Transfer Station Elhorst/Vloedbelt in Zenderen [completed 1993] came
directly from Rudolf Krudop, the curator of a regional art council. According to the competition’s
terms, the new building should fit in a master plan designed by Ashok Bhalotra, who supported
Krudop’s choice to invite ONL. Mr Krudop became familiar with our work during a lecture by
Oosterhuis in Amsterdam, in 1993, at a symposium titled The Power of Now, where the legendary
Lebbeus Woods was the invited keynote speaker. The art sector has always seen the relevance of
the fusion of art and architecture on a digital platform. Maybe that is comprehensible as well, since
art has typically been subordinated to architecture, while ‘old school architects’ would claim architecture to be the ‘Mother of Arts’.
We take a different point of view. We stated that art and architecture could only successfully fuse
when artists and architects would operate on the same scale and would consider the same budget
in their initial design concepts. This implies, especially from the architects’ part, an open mind with
respect to non-functional input in the design process. The architect must accept the absurd, the
alien, the intuitive as a main driver for the design. On the other hand, the artist must accept the
fact that the design concept should embody spaces that can be used according to some preconceived idea, often described in a program of demands. However, neither the architect nor the artist
should interpret the program of demands in a spatial sense but rather as a description of activities
without any spatial preconceptions. Exactly this point turns out to be the most challenging aspect
of the fusion of disciplines. The moment that one draws the program as a rectangular shape, or in
any other shape, one has chosen a design concept, most likely without even realizing it. It will be
extremely hard to get rid of that unconsciously shaped interpretation of the program. Before one
realizes it, the diagrammatic content becomes a floor plan, and before one realizes it, the walls are
erected upright and they become the shape of the space. The fusion of art and architecture must
overcome this trap.
What we presented during that lecture was an animation of an oval shaped building body with an
internal intuitive 3d sketch. While the ellipsoid shape is geometrically well defined, the freeform 3d
computer sketch is devoid of any meaning, just communicating the thrill of a complex entanglement
in space.We presented the animation as an abstract design concept; there was no program, no function, just a spatial challenge in virtual reality. After the lecture, Mr Krudop, Director of the Cultural
Council of Overijssel [Culturele Raad Overijssel], invited us to take part in the competition, which
we eventually won because our abstract design concept resonated exactly with his ambition to see
the building for sorting out garbage in a different way. In his imagination, he already saw a well-functioning building as a large, stretched ellipsoid with alien content, while we had no program in mind
when designing. It was our intuition to make that animation such as to trigger the imagination of
someone whom we did not know.
The competition design, and subsequently the realized design, were largely a continuation of the
abstract animation. The 3d gesture of the sketch basically re-appeared as the movements of the big
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Figure 1.
Garbage Transfer Station
(1993)
Elhorst/Vloedbelt, Zenderen
Architect ONL
Source: ONL
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dumpers driving in, dumping the garbage, sorting out the urban trash, and driving out
to the trash mountain, while the ellipsoid evolved into a generous gesture shaping
the doubly curved roof. By doing this we were able to combine the alien with the
known, the intuitive with the functional, in surprising but equally falsifiable ways. The
curvature that we introduced with the bold 160m long gesture embodies the series
of programmatic functional blocks more effectively than a simple collage of rectangular functional blocks would have been able to achieve. The surface area of the doubly
curved skin, embracing the whole building from head to neck to trunk to tail, is ca
15% less than the envelope of a rectangular arrangement would have covered. This
discovery, that turned out be an invention, inspired us to connect falsifiable data to
the design model from the start of any project. The fusion of art and architecture on
a digital platform was seriously beginning to take shape.
The Elhorst/Vloedbelt, as the building body is officially named, was recognized by the
architectural community, receiving several awards, both internationally and nationally.
It did hurt, though, that in the comments of a Dutch architecture critic the building
was set aside in the Dutch Architecture Yearbook [1995] as an example of streamline
style, therewith not honoring its potential as the rise of a new paradigm, that of
nonstandard complexity. However, it was recognized internationally by curator Peter
Cachola Schmal of the Blobmeister exhibition and accompanying book, in the good
company of, among others, Marcos Novak, the author of the groundbreaking liquid
architecture essay [Cyberspace First Steps, 1991] and Bernard Cache, the pioneering
master of parametric design, a few years after Robert Aish’s projects on associative geometry, but a decade before Patrick Schumacher’s fashionable steps into what he now
desperately promotes as parametricism. We are not in favor of any -isms.We were the
pioneers of an elementary philosophy back then, disclosing a new paradigm, eventually leading to the paradigm shift from Euclidean geometry towards complexity based
on simple rules. We adopted the theories of liquid architecture and of the parametric
and developed them, in combination with our own intuition of the fusion of art and
architecture on a digital platform, into our theory and praxis of building bodies, which
are structures that are conceived as whole bodies, whether to be seen as sculptures
thriving in the realm of the arts or as a built form of architecture.
Sculpture Buildings
Seen in retrospect, the 1994 Sculpture City event, which we organized with the support from Berry Koedam, owner of the RAM Gallery in Rotterdam, must be considered a milestone in maturing the theory of the fusion of art and architecture on a
digital platform. Almost every aspect of modern digital life [Internet, 3d milling, virtual
environments, interactivity, complexity, global connectivity, CNC manufacturing, associative geometry, serious gaming, the participation society, intuition and logic, sculpture buildings, programming, scripting, entropy levels] came together in the Sculpture
City project, exactly 20 years back from now. Among others, Marcos Novak, Stephen
Perrella, Lars Spuybroek and Maurice Nio, Leonel Moura were our guests. The main
driver for the Sculpture City Event was not the innovative technology but the force of
intuition, the force that wants to invade into the designing and the making of architecture, into the very pores and hidden niches of the design process; not intuition per se
though, but intuition directly coupled to data, much in the manner of an idiot savant
who would have direct access to massive data.
We challenged ourselves and the young professionals we were working with to do
things we had not done before, and which had not been done by anyone else before.
The only thing we instinctively knew was that in theory it should be possible to do
it. The Sculpture City Cloud series of sculpture buildings were based on intuitive handmade sketches by Lénárd, who is trained both as an actress [Dérényi Theatre in Budapest] and as a sculptor [Willem de Kooning Academy in Rotterdam]. Gestures are
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Figure 2.
Cloud012_Sculpture City
(1994)
RAM Gallery Rotterdam
Architect ONL
Source: ONL
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her natural way of expression. Each of her fast and furious intuitive sketches are completed within a second, therewith releasing high voltage energy. It was exactly that
energy that we wanted to keep in Sculpture City’s building sculpture proposals. We
struggled to translate the powerful 2d sketches into 3d volumes that would frame
this energy somehow. Later we learned how to directly sketch in 3d and how to
directly transpose those sketches into 3d structures. Some proposals are more convincing than others, but all of them share that curious ambition, that level of absurdness that overtakes the cool functionalist reasoning, which is so strongly embedded in
traditional program-based architecture. We succeeded in proposing structures that
could be built using state-of-the-art CNC technology, structures that could live their
lives in a marriage between the real and the virtual, structures that would behave in
conversations with their users. Mind you, we are talking 1994, long before interaction
design and social media became a major commercial component.
Inside the Cloud sculpture buildings, a virtual environment was running in real time,
navigated by the users of the structure. This virtual environment was projected from
within onto the surfaces of the Cloud, anticipating LED technology. Regarding the
exhibition, we built a 1:20 scale model of Cloud010, including the projected navigable
virtual world. The virtual environment consists of all 12 Cloud buildings, each of them
having a characteristic behavior expressed through synthesized sound samples. The
closer the navigator of the virtual Sculpture City would approach one of the Clouds, the
more intense their specific sounds would become. After piercing through the skin
of that Cloud, the navigator would hear its heartbeat, an experience that is equally
reassuring as it is disruptive. Right at that moment it became obvious to us that buildings can have behavior; not as a mimicry of natural life, but as a new alien life form,
something that was not known before. Sculpture buildings in the fusion of the real and
the virtual would form a new nature, displaying behavior that feels natural but is fully
constructed on the basis of simple design rules using state-of-the-art digital technologies. Some would be tempted to label it as artificial but we recognized it immediately
as a new, very attractive form of life. From then on, the building bodies were no longer
formal constructs but living entities with a right to live.
Real Time Behavior
In 1996 we were approached by Arno van Roosmalen who was then one of the
art curators of the multidisciplinary art festival R96. We were invited to propose a
temporary project in public space, and we came up with the concept of the paraSITE.
Actually our proposal for ‘parasites’ was the first in a long series of ‘parasite’ proposals afterwards. But the way we spelled paraSITE in this case carried multiple meanings.
We wanted the notion of the parameter to play a role in the name of the project, given that various parameters were used to bring paraSITE to life.We proposed not only
a ‘parasite’ in the classical sense, but an ‘object’ that went through different ‘sites’ by
its rich connections to a variety of web-sites on the Internet. We designed paraSITE
to be a multidisciplinary web lounge that was driven by sound samples taken from its
immediate environment.
ParaSITE was a true field lab; inside it, one had the feeling of being on an expedition
into unknown territories, of being inside the alien. One would enter paraSITE via a slit
in the skin.The structure itself was conceived as an inflatable sculpture, always slightly
under pressure. For the design we intuitively modeled interlocking volumes using the
lofting technique in 3dStudio software, the same software we used for the Clouds of
Sculpture City. By that time, we already knew how to make the volumes appear softer
and smoother. Thus shipbuilding technology developed to model doubly curved hulls
and sails was introduced in our world of art and architecture on the now expanding
digital platform.
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Figure 3.
paraSITE_R96 Festivals
(1996)
Rotterdam
Architect ONL
Source: ONL
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We invited composers who were somewhat familiar with digital technologies to
work inside paraSITE. The composers did their explorative job well. They composed
new musical forms, using the SuperCollider synthesizing software released in 1996,
importing sound samples from passing trams, cars and people into the program. We
agreed to give paraSITE a life-cycle of 15 minutes; within each life-cycle period, a new
synthesis was programmed and a new executable behavior was performed. Depending on the samples used and on the parameters chosen, paraSITE would be calm and
contemplative or wild and furious. We coupled the intensity of the sound to the
ventilators that kept paraSITE under pressure, thus changing the level of pressure
and therewith manipulating the level of inflation. Thus, the performances made paraSITE dance and shiver until midnight. After R96, paraSITE went on an European Tour
to Budapest, Vienna, Helsinki and The Hague, absorbing new local influences, being
reprogrammed by local composers, displaying new local behavior. This one paraSITE
became many paraSITES in one, the seed of our understanding of multimodality in
time and place that formed, a few years later, the theoretical underpinning of the
provocative Trans-Ports project.
E-motive architecture
The black volume of our Sensorium Waterpavilion is a stranded sculpture; a bipolar
building body; a furious sketch inside a bundle of slow curves in space; intuition coupled
to logic; an alien life form; a multimodal experience; a participatory environment; an
oceanic spaceship; File-to-Factory CNC production; Scripting; Programing; Real-time
behavior; Sound and Vision; Real and virtual; Wet and ephemeral. Our saltwater sector of the Waterpavilion, linked to NOX’s freshwater sector in the most minimal way,
is the manifest expression of truly e-motive architecture. In the Waterpavilion, all the
above comes together in the serious form of a robust 1000m2 black body.The driving
force behind the choice of the architects was again a representative from an art council. Abe van der Werff, Director of the Cultural Council of South-Holland [Culturele
Raad Zuid-Holland], acted in close collaboration with master planner Ashok Bhalotra,
[we owe him] and asked NOX and ONL in December 1993 to express the cyclic
global water system, hence the choice for freshwater and saltwater sectors. Who
said the client is not a co-designer? One should not underestimate the big influence
of the client’s vision on the content of any project, including iconic projects. Without
this vision, in a bandwidth between narrow-sighted and open-minded, we would have
never achieved something that could come even close to what has been realized
today. This proves that everything we do is a joint effort of businessmen, the creative
team, the engineers and the end-users in an environment that changes all the time. In
fact all projects are somehow linked to the financial world market.
The Waterpavilion was one of those rare opportunities to build both shape and content. As for the shape, we were determined to realize on the building scale what we
had developed the years before at the scale of models and simulations; it had to be a
sculpture building, without compromises. Yet, we had to work within a strict budget.
The question we were facing was how not to compromise. How to stay in control
from scratch to delivery of the body and its content. We needed to develop new
design tools in order to be able to stay in control. We quickly found out that, since
no-one would fully understand our ambitions -and certainly not the new trans-architectural language we were speaking- we needed to be precise and specific in terms of
geometry and the procedures for translating complex geometry into built form. After
several iterations, we found what we were looking for: a smooth black body, shaped
by the wind and the sea, with a navigable colorful interior, informed by a weather
station on a buoy into the sea.
The price of the load-bearing steel structure was confirmed by the steel manufacturer, Henk Meijers of Meijers Staalbouw. The knowledge of the steel manufacturer
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Figure 4.
Sensorium Waterpavilion
(1997)
Neeltje Jans
Architect ONL
Source: ONL
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turned out to be crucial for the project’s success, for both our sector and NOX’s
sector. He had had the CNC machines for 15 years already in his factory, but no
architect had ever requested to use them in a nonstandard way. They were only
used for repetitive jobs. We were the first architects to actually use those machines
to their full potential. Meijers, though, knew what his machines were capable of. We
sat together to find out what data the CNC machines would need to do their work,
which was cutting the steel at continuously changing angles. Basically, what he needed
was a spreadsheet with angles. We realized that the most effective way to produce
the data needed was to describe the structure by scripting, instead of providing
the manufacturer with a CAD drawing. That was revolutionary. From then on, we
knew that the making of architecture does not require drawings at all. It needs data
and communication protocols between one machine [our PC] and the other [CNC
machine]. We needed to organize machine-to-machine communication and create a
direct link between file and factory. Soon it became clear to us that this file-to-factory
method implies an explosive threat for traditional contracting procedures.
The behavior of the Waterpavilion’s building body is informed in real time by the
weather station. We actually tapped the raw data from the weather station, used
them as parameters in our lights and sound design algorithms and transposed them
into MIDI numbers [1-128], steering the lights and the sounds inside the Wetlab and
the Sensorium via a pop concert-style mixing table. The weather station was continuously monitoring wavelength, wind speed, percentage of salt and temperature. The
incoming data were constantly changing, and so did the interior atmosphere of the
pavilion, creating new combinations of the full color-lit glass fibers [stretching from
one pole of the body to the other] and the sound samples. Its behavior could never
be repeated.
The body that was now enriched by its emotive factor became a disruptive technology; it came so close to one’s senses that it was a deep experience indeed. For many
unprepared visitors, though, it was more of a nightmare than a trip to paradise, as it
repelled them out of their comfort zone. Even my best friends were discomforted by
the whole experience, ending up asking themselves serious questions on the meaning
of life after the visit. My father, who was eighty-eight years old then, even refused to
enter the building after a few steps, since it destabilized him, making him feeling insecure about whether he could trust the floor. How accurately did he describe then
the situation of contemporary buildings! We take for granted that floors are flat, that
walls are built straight up, that the light provides so many LUX and so on. Basically,
one expects buildings to operate within certain comfort zones, targeting to optimize
that form of comfort. In order to improve buildings, we typically consider making the
floors flatter, the indoor temperature more constant, the walls more flush, the lights
just right.The Waterpavilion changed all that; a new paradigm was born on the scale of
building. From then on, comfort zones were subject to design intentions.
Multi-player game
In 2000, Massimiliano Fuksas invited us to take part in the Venice Biennale. He assigned us the upper central room in the Italian Pavilion, the same room that was
taken, in later editions, by Eisenman and Koolhaas. Seen in retrospect, we think that
Fuksas’ Biennale was by far the most experimental one we have seen. Today the Biennale tends to become more and more a platform to re-stabilize the foundations
of architecture and to retro-actively search for fundamentals, which are to a large
extent the fundamentals of the fifties and the sixties [Koolhaas’ Biennale theme for
2014]. They are certainly not our fundamentals. Our fundamentals are: industrial customization, file-to-factory, interacting agents, smart building components, real time
behavior, complexity, synthesis. His fundamentals [when it comes to building] seem to
come to a full stop at the typical modernist fascination of mass production, based on
a cynical view on the potential of architecture to precognize paradigm shifts.
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Figure 5.
Trans-Ports Hand-drawspace
(2000)
Venice Architecture Biennale
Architect ONL
Source: ONL
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Building upon earlier projects and having become aware of the potential of game
development platforms [games are played in real time] we imagined, back in 1999,
a joint project together with Marcos Novak. We imagined a building structure that
would respond to an action taken at the other side of the world. Since we both lived
in port cities, I wanted to use the word Port in the name of the enterprise. Since
Novak had already coined the term transarchitectures, as the logical sequence of liquid
architectures, we decided to name the project Trans-Ports. The intention was to build
two prototypes, one in Los Angeles and one in the Netherlands, but eventually only
our version was realised. We took the opportunity of the invitation to build the first
virtual prototype of such a responsive and, as we soon discovered in essence, pro-active structure. We built an interactive arena that was covered by an array of infrared
sensors located in the ceiling. The arena was divided in three concentric zones, triggering a specific interaction with the virtual environment that was projected on three
large 4x6m screens around it. Changing parameters drove the content of the virtual
environment as moving in the arena meant triggering one or more of the infrared
sensors, designed and installed by Bert Bongers, who now runs his Interactivation
Lab in Sydney. The interactive installation Trans-Ports knew three distinct modes of
operation: Handdrawspace mode, Floriade mode, and Trans-Ports self-explaining mode.
Handdrawspace, as designed by Lénárd, is best understood as an abstract interactive
painting. The Handdrawspace world consists of a number of 3d freehand sketches,
emitting particles in real time, built in the game development platform NEMO [as it
was called by the time, then renamed into Virtools, and later taken over by Dassault
and renamed again 3DVIA Virtools]. We built the Handdrawspace world as a parametric
system where the size of the dots, as well as their number, and the background colors
are subject to change.The visitors of the venue in Venice could change these parameters by changing their position in the arena. The condition of built constructs that we
were aiming at then was a process of continuous operation, while the people could
interact with that built construct by stepping into the process and participate as
actors. We took that bold step from the experience economy into the participation
economy, where citizens are no longer considered as consumers but as active players in the multi-player game of life. From here on, this would be the basic condition
buildings should be in as from the very first design concept. We consider buildings as
vectorial bodies that can change shape and content in real time.
Spaceship
Five years after the Waterpavilion project, another challenge crossed our path. The director of the Cultural Council of North-Holland [Culturele Raad Noord-Holland] invited us, after having considered Ben van Berkel of UNStudio, to design their pavilion
on the Floriade World Expo 2002 in the Haarlemmermeer, the same Expo that gave
the floor to Asymptote to realize their first building [Hani Rashid and Lise-Anne Couture owe them]. These Cultural councils, that were very strong in The Netherlands
in the previous decade, have lost much of their power due to severe budget cuts by
the latest populist governments Holland is confronted with since 2002, the year that
the provocative anti-Islam politician Pim Fortuijn was shot to death. With the death
of Fortuijn the [multi]cultural sector of The Netherlands was doomed. The Web of
North-Holland was the last commission we received via the cultural council system.
After a first round of design proposals, we found out that their budget was limited to
exactly 1 million guilders [the Euro first came in 2002] for the building, and another
1 million for the internal experience of North-Holland. Unfortunately, the Board of
the Cultural Council decided that the interior experience could not be given to an
architect. It had to be commissioned to a media specialist, and as architects we were
not credited to be media specialists, although we had proven to be one of those too.
But according to the bureaucrats, one can only be one specialist at a time. So we had
to focus on the body, not on the content.To get through the second round of decision
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Figure 6.
WEB of North-Holland
(2002)
Floriade World Flower Expo
Architect ONL
Source: ONL
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making by the board, we proposed a pure flat ellipsoid shape, beautifully made by a
metal workshop, like a spaceship that would softly land on the Floriade exhibition
terrain. We remained faithful to the spaceship metaphor in the stages of the design
process that followed, but we changed its shape to become a nonstandard building
without compromise. They accepted.
The making of the spaceship was another story. After lengthy discussions and unsuccessful attempts to materialize our design proposal by the space frame builder
Octatube, we decided to develop the structure as a product ourselves. Within one
week we came up with a structural proposal that was adopted and financially backed
up by Meijers Staalbouw, taking the nonstandard paradigm to the extreme, both for
the structure and the skin. Under high pressure, we built the foundations for another
milestone project. After having modeled-shaped the body in Maya, we invented a
structural system that is following the doubly curvature. This was a different and better approach than the one used for the structure of the Waterpavilion, where we still
were bound to apply the linear French fries cutting system. On the basis of a twisted
dodecahedron, we constructed, perpendicular to its surface, a system of reference
lines for the steel structure. Since these reference lines were not parallel, due to the
nature of the doubly curvature, we needed to impose a fold on the steel components.
We ended up with a system of hundreds of unique steel components bolted together
to form the assemblage of the Web of North-Holland. All nodes were different. As for
the doors, being a specialization of the node, we inserted a hinge while doubling the
component. Not a single component of the Web of North-Holland was taken from a
catalog, not even the canopy-door. Instead, we built our own project-specific catalog.
That became the driving procedure for the realization of our nonstandard buildings
from then on, with the nonstandard paradigm being one level up from the standard
methods. “One level up” means that the nonstandard includes all possible configurations, covering every possible boxy building as well, while the other way round,
the standard method of operation, that is based on mass-produced products, simply
excludes the nonstandard. Interestingly enough, that makes the nonstandard way a
generic method, with traditional modernist architecture becoming a specific instance
of the nonstandard.
A Very Long Straight Line
Therefore, complexity is generic, and complicatedness is specific. To fully understand
the power of the nonstandard, it is necessary to make a clear distinction between
the complex and the complicated. After five years of conceptual design that started
in 1998, we were granted the opportunity, by Mrs Nora Hugenholtz, Director of the
Projectbureau Leidsche Rijn in Utrecht, to build the 1.6km long Sound Barrier with the
A2 Cockpit building embedded inside its long elastic lines. The project was completed
by the end of 2005. She was charmed by our concept and was taken by the advantageous commercial concept as well, since we embedded a complete 6000 m2 building
in the sound barrier, thereby seriously augmenting the amount of gross floor area the
city could sell. This design concept actually is sustainability in its pure form because
of the double usage of the earth, due to changing the separation of functions into the
integration of functions; CIAM was finally challenged.
The making of the Sound Barrier implied inventing a parametric design-to-manufacturing system that would allow us to produce and fit together 40.000 unique pieces
of steel and 10.000 unique pieces of glass. This would not have been possible without
a scripting-to-production process. The obvious next step in the file-to-factory was
taken. We scripted the procedure in Maxscript to measure the swarm of components and their mutual relationships. The script produced a dataset that was directly
pumped into the plotter language to drive the new CNC machines that were ac-
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Figure 7.
Cockpit in Sound Barrier
(2005)
A2 Highway Leidsche Rijn, Utrecht
Architect ONL
Source: ONL
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quired by Meijers Staalbouw. Working together in a Design & Build fashion, we were
able to offer the city the complete structure as a product for a fair fixed price, therewith counter-attacking the calculation that was made by the established engineering
office Witteveen & Bos, who estimated the structure to be exactly twice as expensive
as the given budget. Only by taking control over the data and by taking full responsibility over the correctness of the data we could secure the project. Projects like
the Sound Barrier and the Cockpit are simply not feasible when following traditional
linear methods of tendering. By taking control over the data flow and by securing that
nothing is lost in translation, we are able to save 20% of the costs in each step of the
building chain, eventually leading to a 100% reduction with respect to traditional risk
analyses by established engineering firms and contractors. However, this only works
when the data diet of the manufacturing process is made to form integral part of the
design system. Nonstandard does not work as a post-optimization process. It must be
between the ears of the designer, from the very first conceptual thought, and applied
at least to the integrated structure and skin of the building.
Buildings that are conceived according to the paradigm of complexity based on simple
rules and on an open design systemic approach are not shapeless. Explicit shape does
matter, but different from a traditional linear design process.While the complex webs
of nodes and edges of the Sound Barrier and the A2 Cockpit follow their own internal
rules, at the same time these rules unfold within the boundaries of a shaped bounding
box, which is the 3d model. The 3d model is defined by long elastic lines, and one of
those lines is, as seen from the top, a perfectly straight line of 1,6 km. Therefore we
are very reluctant to categorize our buildings a blobs. Blobby designs, such as we have
seen from designers like, among others Lynn, Van Egeraat, Spuijbroek, Jakob + MacFarlane, can be adequately typecasted as streamlined potatoes since these architects
do not vectorize their complex design systems, but accept their system to boil and
bubble on an otherwise earthbound position, while we always inform our complex
adaptive system with a vector as to fly and float and as to chose a direction. The sea
of possibilities that digital technology offers requires one to choose a direction, based
on a developed opinion on the direction, strength and curvature of the vector. In our
view, each complex adaptive system represents a node in a web of surrounding and
invading complex adaptive systems of various dimensions, exchanging data and information via information highways that are woven as invisible filaments between them.
Powerlines
The fusion of art and architecture on a digital platform indeed brought us what we
wanted back in the early nineties. Also our larger projects like the CET in Budapest
and the LIWA Tower in Abu Dhabi are sculpture buildings with vectorial bodies without compromise. At the same time they are testimony of innovative digital design
strategies as well.They can be seen as an intricate fusion of bottom-up and top-down
strategies, whereas the signature Powerlines are top-down imposed on the bottom-up
generated open design systems. The powerful gesture is always there in our projects,
a direct heritage from the critical-paranoid method of intuitive sketching. Salvator
Dali described the critical paranoid method as follows: “spontaneous method of irrational knowledge based on the critical and systematic objectivity of the associations and interpretations of delirious phenomena” [www.salvadordali.com]. And the generic rationale
is always there in our work, and these seemingly opposite attitudes are in a painfully
precise way fused, by exchanging the essence of the immediate and the emotive with
the deliberate and systemic via data, written in a project-specific digital language that
both the intuitive and the logic can learn to speak.
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Figure 8.
CET/Bálna
(2012)
Budapest
Architect ONL
Source: ONL
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Towards embedding high-resolution
intelligence into the built environment
Alexander Liu Cheng // TU Delft

Abstract
Prevailing architectural design paradigms, identified as those informed by historically conservative positions and methods, are incompatible with the intelligent built-environment discourse.
Two core considerations inform this assessment.The first asserts that such paradigms produce
spaces and programmatic distributions in terms of discrete, precisely delimited, and artificially
ordered static partitions.The second asserts that said paradigms preclude (at best) or exclude
(at worst) discussions of technological intelligence from the early stages of the design process,
thereby negating the possibility of imbuing the built-environment with inherent intelligence.
The rigidity expressed in the first consideration, and the disregard for technological intelligence
expressed in the second, produce very low-resolution and -adaptability architectures. As a result, occupants are compelled to conform to their built-environment rather than the expected
vice versa, as it is fundamentally incapable of actively, reactively, and interactively promoting
their well-being. In this paper, two key positions (i.e., high resolution space and high resolution
intelligence) motivated by the above considerations are promoted as part of a fundamentally different design paradigm, one expressly geared towards personalization, interaction, and
intelligence in a parametrically fluid and self-adapting built-environment capable of intuitive
physical, spatial, and computational feedback-loops

Keywords
Robotically Augmented Environments; Cyber-Physical Systems; Wireless Sensor Networks; Interactive Architecture; Ambient Intelligence.
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Introduction
Prevailing architectural design paradigms and their corresponding construction and fabrication
methods subsume a historically and technically identifiable set of theoretical and technological positions that invariably produce buildings and structures with fundamentally similar shape grammars
and typologies (e.g., standardized building blocks, prescriptive structural hierarchies, and clearly
defined and delimited walls, floors, ceilings, etc.). These, in turn, yield as well as entail fundamentally
similar spatial configurations and physical limitations that impose artificial static frameworks upon
dynamic occupants, forcing the latter to conform to the former. Such paradigms and their resulting
forms and spaces may have been, in their due time and in one expression or another, justified standard means of conceptualizing and realizing inhabited spaces. With the advent of the Information
Age, however, the promise of new kinds of soft services as well as hybrid technologies consisting
of both hard mechanical parts complemented or even driven by soft computational systems render
such conforming unnecessary and indeed unjustifiable.
The feasibility of embedded intelligence in the built-environment is a relatively recent development.
Although visions of such have been present for longer (see Cook, 1970, 1972; Eastman, 1972; Negroponte, 1969, 1975; Pask, 1975a, 1975b), it has not been until recently that the supporting components required to sustain the entailed systems and services have reached a level of reliable and
affordable maturity—this is a necessary precondition for the present discourse, as no technologies
(may these be tangible products or intangible processes) can flourish without a robust framework
based on mutually complementary systems and/or services (both technical and market-oriented)
to support them (Milgrom, 1990). It was at the end of the 20th century and the beginning of the
21st that robotically or otherwise enabled intelligent environments became demonstrably and
functionally real—for example, The Aware Home (Kidd et al., 1999), RoboticRoom (Sato et al., 2004),
Wabot-House (Sugano et al., 2006), etc. Such solutions, in conjunction with other similar yet experimental proof-of-concept implementations in practice and academia (for example, Fox and Kemp,
2009; Oosterhuis, 2003, 2011, 2012; Oosterhuis and Bier, 2013)—sometimes emphasizing material
or formal, i.e., geometrical, intelligence over computational and vice versa—demonstrated that
built-environments could express elementary forms of agency and intelligence in order to engage
its users physically and informationally. This saw to the proliferation of Interactive Architecture (IA)
and Ambient Intelligence (AmI) from trends and tendencies to established discourse.
But there remains no corresponding proliferation of IA and AmI projects in industry. This is due
to several factors such as: (1) costs typically associated with intelligent services (Andò et al., 2014;
Wichert et al., 2012) and (2) with corresponding late-stage design consolidation of said services
and their corresponding production (Isack and Gibb, 2003; Tam et al., 2007), as well as (3) innovation-hindering conservatism from the Architecture, Engineering, and Construction industries (Bock
and Linner, 2015). Note that these factors are consequences of a mentality that hoists outdated
methodologies upon innovative concepts. For example, costs corresponding to the post hoc installation of intelligent services in a conventional environment are admittedly high due to retrofitting—a
reality that would be unnecessary if the consideration of said services had been conceived and
conceptualized early in the design process. Similarly, the late-stage design of such services and their
production cannot be conceived with a bottom-up approach, since the architecture in which these
services are to be installed and deployed already prescribe limitations in size, scale, and scope. So
service components are not necessarily produced with efficiency in mind, but with custom cohesion and compatibility restrictions, which increase costs—again, something that could be avoided
via more appropriate early-stage design considerations.
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In the last decade there has been an increase in the availability and accessibility of
cost-effective intelligence-enabling technologies (Baronti et al., 2007)—robotic and
otherwise—and their corresponding optimized fabrication methods (Bier, 2014; Bock
and Linner, 2015; McGee and Ponce de Leon, 2014; Menges, 2015). By adopting a
high-resolution paradigm prescriptive of early-stage design methodologies that subsume fundamental and analytical intelligence considerations, the detracting factors
mentioned above may be mitigated or altogether avoided. For example, a number of
recent AmI projects developed under a more progressive paradigm demonstrated
that intelligent services—both in terms of architecture and of computation—may
be implemented successfully and affordably (see, for example, Guettler, J., Linner, T.,
Georgoulas, C., and Bock, T., 2015; Linner et al., 2015; Liu Cheng et al., 2015) via
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) and Body Area Network (BAN) technologies.
Moreover, early-stage design consolidation of intelligent services in conjunction with
robotically driven production (Bier, 2014), which takes into account the fundamental
changes in the structure and infrastructure of the architecture that must be adopted
in order to enable robotic environments suitable for ubiquitous systems and service
robots (Bier, 2011; Forlizzi and DiSalvo, 2006; Linner et al., 2015), have instigated considerable cost reductions (Bock and Linner, 2015).
The present discussion of high-resolution built-environments does not intend to prescribe an exhaustive list of identifying desiderata. Instead, it is limited to promoting
two core characteristics that conform, in part, the common core characteristics of
high-resolution strategies in general. These characteristics resolve the two identified
disadvantages of prevailing architectural design paradigms—i.e., the predilection towards discreet and artificial spatial distribution that forces users to conform to static
physical and spatial conditions as well as to the lack of fundamental intelligence. For
detailed discussions of partial and/or full implementations of the positions promoted
below, see Liu Cheng et al., 2015, 2016; Liu Cheng and Bier, 2016.
High-resolution Space
High-resolution built-environments conceive physical form as well as programmatic space as continuous and parametrically modifiable—both physically, spatially, and
computationally—with respect to the physical behaviors and sensorial conditions of
its occupants. Such environments may be most appropriately characterized as unified robotic systems with differentiated yet mutually supporting and complementing components, which mirrors Zappe’s suggestion that robots may be viewed as
scaled models of large-scale mobile buildings capable of changing their forms (2012)
and—in the present case—functions. In order to conceptualize such fluidity of form
and function, programmatic needs and user-requirements must be carefully analyzed
and catalogued with respect to user-behavior across location and time. The resulting
formal and spatial grammar would be a de facto dictionary of fuzzy typologies that
correlate the occupant’s physical and sensorial activities with geometrical and spatial
transformations and function across time. Having done this, resulting programmatic
spaces flow, merge, and ebb from and into one another, and complementing furnishings appear from and disappear into ambiguously identified floors, walls, and ceilings,
depending on the presence or absence of its occupants as well as their necessities
with respect to particular programs at specific moments in time.
In such environments, architectural systems, by virtue of their differentiated geometries and fuzzy typologies as well as supported by computational resources, become
highly adaptable and transformable components that activate particular programs and
services based on careful analysis of user-behavior over time via specific activation
patterns. Consequently, a variety of programs may be instantiated in the same space,
or a complementary overlap may be effectuated to suit user-needs. Furthermore, as
the occupants and the habitat learn from and adapt to one another over time, the
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built-environment develops a particular agency and non-deterministic behavior—Sanchez points
out that a reactive approach is less interesting than a behavioral approach, where architectural elements could express their own ‘attitude’ to environmental stimuli (2014).
In this manner, the relationship between architectural form and space and the user becomes intuitively intimate, decreasing the extent and degree of the negotiating medium or buffer between occupant and habitat. In this environment, architectural form (both positive and negative) and function
would be engaged in a perpetual dynamic dance with the occupant, enhancing and capitalizing on the
fact that architecture informs the way we move within a space—indeed, the formal language of a
space could be interpreted as a script, a choreography for the body (Wortelkamp, 2012). According
to Wortelkamp, dance transforms architectural space into movement, which consequently shapes
and forms it (2012), making transitions throughout space feel as a natural extension of the body. As
Schumacher pointed out, movement is characterized by a variety of acceleration and deceleration
rates in displacing from one stationary condition to another, which entails that precisely and evenly
defined sudden start-and-stop movements—implicitly involved in crossing imaginary programmatic
boundaries under prevailing design paradigms—are unnatural (2012).
The systems subsumed by high-resolution built-environments would effortlessly facilitate an immediate and intimate version of what Oosterhuis has described as a Society of Home, where human and
non-human objects / products endowed with a fair degree of sophisticated intelligence will communicate with one another, thereby instantiating a home of Internet of Things and People; as well as a
Society of Building Components, where the environment’s components act and react informationally
(i.e., exchange data) and physically (i.e., change shapes) towards one another and towards the users
(2014).
High-resolution Intelligence
This high-resolution built-environment’s intelligence would supervene on WSNs, which are specialized autonomous sensors and actuators grouped (1) to monitor and/or to control environmental
and physical conditions, and (2) to transmit the corresponding data to a base station and/or handover control to a specific actuator in the network (Yang, 2014; Yang and Cao, 2008). Data analysis
and computation may be undertaken by one or more of the network nodes or by Internet-based
analytics services, depending on data-volume, network scale, and service requirements. Since WSNs
are decentralized solutions, they avoid the high-costs generally associated with highly integrated and
centralized systems. Georgoulas et al. (2012) showed that a solution that seeks to reduce complexity of functions and cost should be one that does not have all services and functions centralized in
a service robot or in a static location, but rather one that strategically distributes services along
a decentralized and distributed controlled environment. These considerations also make WSNs
particularly promising as enablers of intelligence, as distributed computing has been identified as
a key foundation for applications and technologies involved in interactive architecture (Dulman,
2014), which is a principal reason why WSN technologies are currently used for the development
of distributed and networked interactive environments and architectures that progressively converge physical and virtual space (Bier, 2012). In addition WSNs, which gather data from the user
indirectly, BANs—a subset of WSNs that emerged in the last decade (see González-Valenzuela et
al., 2013; Ruiz and Shimamoto, 2006)—would gather data directly, which makes them ideal for ambulatory monitoring solutions. With the combination of both indirect and direct user-observation,
the intelligent system deployed as part of a fundamentally and analytically IA and AmI would be able
to generate a higher-resolution profile for the user(s), which would increase learning fidelity and
response accuracy. Furthermore, WSN nodes would be the primary source for interior / exterior
environmental data, while BANs would be the primary source for user data. The IA/AmI system
would be able to use this data difference to better understand the status of the user with respect
to the interior / exterior environment and vice versa.
High-resolution built-environments are equipped with varying degrees of intelligence, ranging from
computationally sophisticated physical and/or sensorial services based on heuristic decision-making
processes to simple and reflexively reactionary ones (see figure 1). For example, a basic lighting
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Figure 1.
A high-resolution intelligent built-environment’s systems architecture. The general execution sequence is to be read top-down.
However, due to its closed-loop character, routines may beckon one another without predetermined sequence.
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system that activates when the environment’s perceived lumens reach
below a certain threshold may be considered reflexively intelligent, as
it is driven by a simple if-then decision-making mechanism. We may
contrast this with a highly sophisticated system that employs multi-layered, multi-dimensional, and heterogeneous mechanisms to recognize
the mood of its occupant(s). Such a system could gather, for example,
time series datasets on body-temperature, breathing and heart rates,
blood-pressure, acceleration and spatial displacement patterns, volume and tone of voice, etc., and consider them against both a general
pre-determined mood-categorizations baseline as well as the user’s
particular previously recorded datasets in a variety of contexts to
ascertain correlations and probabilities associated with a variety of
mood-profiles. Over time, and via Artificial Neural Networks (ANN),
the system would learn to distinguish exhilaration from anger, even
though both emotions are associated with elevated temperature and
heart-rates, sudden and often erratic spatial displacement, etc., based
on something as personal and subtle as the user’s speech inflections.1
During the initial stages of operation there would be frequent instances
of inaccuracies. But the character of a self-learning system—assuming
that the particular ANN model employed is appropriate to the learning task at hand2—is such that it becomes more accurate over time,
learning from its own inaccuracies to approximate a high-resolution
user-profile. The built-environment would thus be able to identify negative emotions and to attempt to mitigate their short- and long-term
effects via sensorial stimulation by, for example, reconfiguring spaces
to enhance particular spatial qualities and environmental conditions; or
by regulating lighting and ventilation conditions to instantiate a perceivably more tranquil atmosphere, and so on.Treur et al. have demonstrated via a computational model that strategic and targeted emotion regulation may mitigate depression in unstable people as well as mitigate
the onset of depression in highly unstable people (2014). Accordingly, it
would be pertinent for high-resolution solutions to integrate categorically similar preemptive strategies into their environments.
The built-environment’s architecture would instantiate spatial computing, where computation and the local spatial properties become invariably entangled, and where distance, connectivity, and density become
attributes that influence use of space (Dulman, 2014). In this architecture, intelligent systems would begin to infer and to correlate action to
reaction (and vice versa), habit to phenomena (and vice versa), and to
adapt accordingly, which is in line with Dulman’s belief that such intelligent systems must be able to respond to change via self-adaptation,
where the behavior of the system, and the way users interface and
interact with them evolve over time (2014).
Conclusions
The scope of the present paper has been limited to discussing two
core considerations of the high-resolution built-environment design
paradigm. These, as well as other general high-resolution considerations, are motivated by the conviction that intelligent built-environments enhance the quality of user-experience within a space; and that
they have the potential to promote the user’s short- and long-term
well-being. These considerations qualitatively and quantitatively contribute to an increase in quality of life. It may be argued against the first
conviction that user-experience is by nature subjective, and that it may

1. For example, Malcangi
(2015) has developed a biometric authentication system
based on multiple ANN-models that is capable of identifying individual and distinct
voiceprints. It may be conceivable that such a system—or
an extension thereof—may
be adapted to discriminate inflections, as it already factors
a voice’s speed and stress.
2.This is imperative.The indiscriminate application of ANN
models to given tasks may not
only result in inefficiency but
also in an undesirable output.
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be difficult to conceive of individually appealing high-resolution built-environments. It may be conceived, after all, that some will prefer their environments to remain static and unresponsive, even if
such design paradigms can no longer be justified neither by functional nor economic considerations.
However, the second conviction may prove more difficult to dismiss. According to Espinoza (2011),
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development predicts that the health expenditure in
the EU alone is expected to rise by 350% by the year 2050 compared to an economic expansion of
only 180%. This reality alone serves to promote intelligent built-environments as potential promoters and extenders of health that would alleviate health-services from an unnecessarily premature
burden.
Additionally, the thought of an environment replete with intelligent sensing-actuating devices with
agency may seem chaotic, and indeed there is the risk that an interactive environment may be
counterproductive if the user is bombarded by too many reacting systems at once. In such a scenario the user would become unnecessarily self-conscious of his/her actions triggering undesired
ambiance reactions accidentally, which would compel the user to micromanage every feature in his/
her environment, which may cause more problems than benefits (Jaskiewicz, 2014). This represents
a challenge that cannot be overlooked, therefore, intelligent environments must be designed and
implemented in such a way as to sustain a new kind of artificial ecosystem, where the environment’s components are self-sustaining, and where their development, adaptation, and evolution
occur in symbiosis with their corresponding users (Jaskiewicz, 2014). In such an ecosystem, interaction should be bi-directional, where the environment would not only react to a user’s action, but
where the user would react to the environment’s action as well. Citing from Fox and Kemp (2009),
Kolarevic points out that such systems do not merely ‘react’ but indeed ‘interact’ (2014) with an
environment’s variety of agents (human and robotic). The more a system and its user interact with
each other, the more attuned to one another’s agency, behavior, and corresponding effects.
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Abstract
Recent technological advances have changed the nature of people’s interaction from physical
to digital, and consequently reduced the importance of space as a means for social interaction.
In this paper, the author presents this transdisciplinary research aiming to overcome this problem in a globalized and digital world. He introduces the concept of EnAct—an activator for
people interacting and engaging in informal gathering spaces in the city. EnAct is the author’s
initial effort to understand how a responsive, cyber-physical architecture can augment social
relationships within an urban setting. EnAct is a responsive, cyber-physical architectural artifact
that transforms the environment, allowing people to appropriate the space differently.

Keywords
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Background and problem statement
The subject of urban third-places for human social interaction is an important contemporary issue that urges efforts of investigation and understanding in a technological changing
world. These spaces have been the real settings for people’s engagement in many cultures
and societies, such as the Agora in ancient Greek and tavern in colonial American. Throughout history we can see many changes in these places, especially when it involves technology.
In fact, technological advances have been playing an important role in driving the way people
interact with the built environment and the way the built environment serves as scenario for
people interacting with each other. An example is provided by Mitchel (1999) who suggests
that the well, as a place with communal function, no long exists due to pipes that deliver
water to many houses. This scenario is underlined by the premise that these technological
advances were strictly connected with the built environment, and this last one was the final
agent for molding social relation in urban third-places.
However, the Digital Revolution, which is the change from analog and mechanical to digital
technology with the proliferation of the computer and Internet, has changed drastically this
scenario. As Sassen (2011) offers, globalization and digitalization imply separation of the
space from its physical form. Likewise, Oungrinis (2006) argues that many recent technological advances have been disconnected with the built environment, which consequently reduced the importance of the former in everyday life. Similarly, McLuhan (1994) says that the
flow of information has become borderless and nonspatial which has, consequently, turned
the space unimportant. People have gradually become dependent on portable mediums of
interaction, such as smart phones, tablets and laptops, and they no longer needed to be in a
physical space for interacting one another.
This “shift of importance from material to information” (McLuhan, 1994), and the phenomena of “globalization and digitalization” (Sassen, 2011) has changed the nature of people’s
interaction from physical to virtual, and consequently many third-places in urban settings
have become obsolete.
In “Sentient City”, Wessner (2011) highlights the issue of ubiquitous computing and its uncertain consequence over the built environment. He makes a grand question regarding this
matter:
At the time that digital technology seems to be dematerializing
more and more of the world around us (think of books, CDs,
photographs), what impact can they possibly have on the inevitable materiality of buildings and cities?
Wessner (2011)
It is difficult to answer this question with precision, as this is an on going phenomenon that
needs more time to nurture and be thought.Yet, I believe that the problematic issue involving
the disconnection between technology and the built environment may render great costs
for society.
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Research questions
In grappling with these concerns, I posit the following questions:
i. How can a responsive cyber-physical environment organize a person’s engagement
with an informal gathering space in the city?
ii. How do people construct sense and meaning in public and semi-public space?
iii. How does a responsive cyber-physical environment affect a person’s condition of
action in physical space?
iv. How does embedded computing affect the way designers think about the organization of socio-cultural structure?
Theoretical Foundation
i. Rethinking technology, the built environment and people
Urban third-places as cherished, multicultural and diverse place are characterized by complexity interrelation of people.They work as a setting for friendly companionship and mutual
interchange of ideas and political debate, which is primary important for democracy (Oldenburg, 1999). Nevertheless, technological advances changed the way people interact with each
other. Urban third-places, thus, face the risk of becoming unconnected and unnatural urban
spaces, which consequently would result in a lost of their physical-spatial meaning. There is
a need to rethink the relationship between people, space and technology. More specifically,
there is a need to redesign public/semi-public spaces as mean for people’s interaction, considering these new technological circumstances.
De Waal (2011) recognizes this problematic involving technology; yet, the author thinks that
technology may also provide ways to the opposite direction, enabling “new forms of publicness and exchange” (De Waal, 2011). I believe that the key to this problem, as Mitchel (1999)
puts, is to reintegrate technology in the built environment in order to “create fresh urban
relationships, processes, and patterns that have the social and cultural qualities we seek for
the twenty-first century.”
Still, in order to rethink people, space and technology, it is important to discuss first the
connection between people and the built environment itself. After that, I will propose a way
to reintegrate technology in the built environment in order to create meaningful settings for
peoples’ appropriation of the urban third-space.
ii. Inhabitants and the built environment
For Sayer (1992), people are social objects that have “causal powers” and “liabilities”. People
(i.e. social objects) have various individual and distinct features that may or may not interact
between each other. Sayer’s proposition sounds precise and coherent, yet, it is important to
emphasize that these interactions do not happen in a vacuum, but occur in socio-physical
context (Sayer, 1992). This means that the environment, and in our case the built environment, provides a setting in which people’s individual and distinct features are engaged in a
state of undergoing, reciprocal action. Another important point is that people are not the
only entity that has tendency and capacity to cause changes by actions: the built environment
also has power to affect the course of things.To be more specifically, architectural and urban
entities can influence the way people interact each other in the space.
Easterling (2011) also believes that architectural and urban elements have what she calls “disposition” and “agency”.This mean the capacity of an object has to act.The built environment,
therefore, would have a disposition to actively change (in some level) the way others entities
behave. Easterling refers to what Ryle (1949) says about humans and non-humans disposition: “Ryle demonstrates that seemingly inert objects are actors possessing agency.” In this sense,
Easterling believes that “infrastructure, whether composed of digital, building or urban components
is dispositional” (Easterling, 2011) – that is, it has the agency to act and thus modify things, and
a tendency to be influenced by the action of others (e.g. people).
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Sayer’s (1992) conception regarding people’s “liability” and “causal power”, and Easterling’s
(2011) proposition involving the built environment’s “agency” and “disposition” suggest a synergetic and symbiotic relationship between inhabitants and the built environment, where
one influences the other.
Pask (1969) also recognized this idea of interrelation between these two entities. He proposes a shift from functionalism to what he calls “mutualism”. This term means a mutual
relation between “structures (any built environment entity) and men or society”. The built
environment, in this conception, is constructed considering human or societal context, and
as such, it regulates “its humans inhabitants” (Pask, 1969).
iii. Organizing socio-cultural structures
So far, I have introduced Sayer’s point regarding the variability of people’s social interaction
in physical space. I also pointed out that not only people but also the built environment have
capability to influence things. Lastly, I presented Pask’s concept of “mutualism”, which gives
the idea of interplay between people and the built environment. It is important to clarify,
however, that there are multiple ways of interrelation between people and the built environment; also, there are multiple ways where people interact between each other in the space.
People, urban-architectural elements, and the various types of relationship created between
these entities form a rich and complex socio-political structure. Architects and urbanists,
therefore, will be concerned not only with form and beauty, but with ways of “organizing”
this socio-cultural structure as well.
Easterling (2011) also believes that designers are concerned with aspects other than aesthetics. She says that the urban environment “may be designed by immaterial parameters that
may only have eventual material consequences” (Easterling, 2011). Following this line of reasoning, designers and urbanists, will design an active entity with agency and capacity to drive the
way people interact each other. Yet, there are important immaterial aspects that will govern
this design. Designers, hence, will “condition material and immaterial parameters, aesthetic practices and political trajectories” (Easterling, 2011).
Easterling’s conception of “immaterial parameters” is very close to what Pask calls “non-tangible systems”. According to Pask (1969), architects have long experience in arranging these
systems in a coherent way. He adds, “the structural must be imagined as continually regulating its
human inhabitants” (Pask, 1969). Likewise, McCullough suggests this notion of social organization when he says, “architecture lets life proceed more easily” (McCullough, 2004).
iv. Loose premises as catalyst for people’s appropriation in urban third-places
Architects and urbanists are concerned with ways to arrange methodically the socio-cultural structure that is created from the symbiotic relationship between people and the
built environment, where one influences the other. There is an embedded premise that the
design, in order to be successful, must permit both inhabitants and the built environment to
perform their powers and tendencies. In other words, the design should not overly dictate
the way people interact; rather, the design should set loose premises that will be completed
by people’s actions.
Pask also believes that design should not over-govern the way people behave in a space. He
believes the “goal(s) (in designing) may be and nearly always will be underspecified, i.e. the architect will no more (entirely) know the purpose of the system”. Therefore, designers will “provide
a set of constraints that allow for certain, presumably desirable, modes of evolution” (Pask, 1969).
Khan (2011) is also aware of this kind of relation between “people, places and things”. He
makes reference to interactive artworks, a type of open system, where people’s participation is primary important for the completeness of the work. Referring to Burnham’s
(1970) conception of cyber art, Khan says, “(…) interactivity empowers the observer to engage
and influence the work of art (…) by allowing her loose herself through the work” (Khan, 2011).
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Likewise, Khan cites Eco who says, “The author (…) does not know the fashion in which his
artwork will be concluded”, and that “(…) form will have been organized, even though it may
have been assembled by an outside party in a particular way that he (the author) could not have
foreseen” (Khan, 2011). Khan says, “(…) interactivity puts control into play, something to be negotiated in the performance of act” (Khan, 2011). Khan makes an association of this artwork
with architecture, saying that this interaction could provide “a more intimate and unpredictable
relationship with our architecture and place of habitation” (Khan, 2011).
In this discussion, it is crucial to emphasize that “human” and “non-human” entities enter in
a symbiotic and mutual relationship where both have their “agency”, “disposition”, “causal
power” and “liabilities”; consequently, their interaction will influence one another. This is an
important point for urban third-place, where people appropriate the space spontaneously
and construct sense and meaning through this appropriation. The sense of familiarity and attachment are created by active community engagement in a physical place. In fact, many times
people “adjust” the surrounding themselves in order to build a more suitable form. Architects and urbanists, therefore, should organize the socio-cultural structure in a loosely manner, so that the design works as a catalyst for community engagement in urban third-places.
v. Augmenting the relationship between inhabitants and the built environment with embedded computing
These concepts of “causal powers”, “liabilities”, “agency,” and “disposition” are fundamental to
advancing the idea of interdependent and reciprocal action and reaction between people and
the built environment; Pask’s (1969) concept of “mutualism” corroborate with this construction. Architects and urbanists are well aware of this interplay as they have being developing
ways of to deal with this matter for a long time.Although it may be obvious, it is important to
highlight that, as opposed to people, the built environment is physically inanimate. Architects
and urbanists, thus, have been designing physically static entities that “govern” (in some level)
the way people behave in space.
The question that follows is: what if the built environment would physically interact and
respond to people’s input? Would this physical animation collaborate in some way to solve
the problematic involving the disconnection of technology from the built environment? Regarding this issue, Pask (1969) speculates that the implementation of computing and robotics
can potentially augment the interplay between people and the built environment.
Pask’s speculation about adaptive environment is actually an expansion of “mutualism” by
embedding computer on the built environment. Adaptable urban-architectural entity is able
to sense, process and respond to people’s input, augmenting therefore “agency” and “disposition” of space, and consequently providing multiple ways of interaction between inhabitants
and the built environment.
vi. Interactive systems
Because of the ability to intelligently adapt, cyber-physical architecture, opens opportunities
to explore new ways of actively organize the socio-cultural structure. Embedded computing
can augment designers’ possibilities to set loose premises that will be completed by people’s
actions. As it is an open and adaptable system, it would produce different responses and consequently different outcomes according to the various inputs the system would receive from
its inhabitants. In this sense, the interactive open system is a way to allow people to actively
participate in the construction of the final space configuration (Pask, 1969).
Intelligent cyber-physical architecture, in this manner, is an activator for people interacting
and engaging in physical spaces; the meaning and sense of a public/semi-public space would
be completed with the interplay between inhabitants and the responsive architectural entity.
This open interactive system permits designers to loosely set premises for people’s appropriation of the physical space; by appropriating in a active way, people would configure the
environment and thus become a designer as well.
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Figure 1.
EnAct.View 1

Figure 2.
EnAct.View 2

Figure 3.
EnAct as a catalyst for people’s
gathering in urban space

Figure 4.
EnAct in the open city space
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Dubberly et al. (2009) discuss interactive systems and how the connection of many components happens in a context.They say that the combination of linear, self-regulating and learning systems can provide a more interconnected and interactive system (Dubberly, 2009). For
Khan, a system such as this is positive for interaction because designers “can speculate on the
behaviors of interactions without being bogged down by their specific mechanism” (Khan, 2011).
Khan’s point is similar to what Pask offers: “the designer is controlling the construction of the
control system and consequently design is control of control, i.e. the designer does much the same
job as his system, but he operates at a higher level in organization hierarchy” (Pask, 1969). Khan
also argues that an interactive system such as this creates “a structure (that) maintain(s) the
indeterminacy of interactivity with the different actors in play exercising different controls on one
another” (Khan, 2011).
Response
Following from this consideration, this early research suggests that the traditional unintelligent and unresponsive built environment is not appropriate for the digitalized and globalized
world. I name my conceptual model and developing artifact EnAct—an activator for people
interacting and engaging in informal gathering spaces in the city. EnAct is a cyber-physical
design intervention into public space that is completed by the interplay between inhabitants,
the designed intervention, and the larger urban space. EnAct is my early attempt to understand how an intelligent, cyber-physical environment can augment social relationship in urban
space. EnAct is an architectural-robotic artifact that creates various meaningful scenarios,
setting premises for people’s appropriation in urban space. EnAct is envisioned as consisting
of sensible and responsible cyber-physical components that have the ability to change the
urban space by, primarily, unfolding movable panels (Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4). Transforming from
a simple urban landmark into interactive urban furniture, EnAct serves as an informal gathering space for people in urban spaces.
Location
I envision EnAct placed in two different locations. In the first one, a courtyard of standard
municipal schools in Rio de Janeiro (Figure 5 and 6), EnAct would provide a space for students’ extra-curricula activities, such as science fair and outside class. Students would also
use EnAct to have lunch and hang-out during break time. The second location, under the pilotis of Palácio Capanema (Figure 7 and 8), also in Rio, is characterized by its fuzzy limits and
loose constraints. EnAct would provoke people’s attachment by transforming an inhumane
space into a more intimate setting, welcoming people to interact each other. EnAct provide
space for non-permanent urban activities, such as book fair, art festival and outside cinema at
night. EnAct can work also as a simple informal gathering space for normal day.
Methodology
The underline theory of this research is based on Dewey’s pragmatic worldview, which
views the project as a “hypothesis to be worked out in practice... giving our experience the
guidance it requires” (Dewey, 1920). This proposition suggests the necessity to engage in
designing, prototyping, and testing the hypothetical response discussed in the “Theoretical
Foundation.” This research also follows an important current in Human Computer Interaction that advocates designing and evaluating “in the wild”—the particular physical site for the
artifact. Consequently, I aim to conduct this study in situ at the standard school, and at the
Capanema Palacy, both in Rio de Janeiro, as opposed to our closed lab (Rogers, 2011). This
is an apt design research approach because it recognizes the impact a design entity has in a
real, socio-cultural structure. This research moreover considers an approach presented by
McCarthy and Wright focused on evaluating how people make sense of “experience in terms
of ourselves, our culture, and our lives” (McCarthy and Wright, 2004). I intend to record
people’s engagement with EnAct and also conduct interviews.
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Figure 5.
Standard municipal school
RJ, Brazil.

Figure 6.
‘Fuzzy’ space under Palácio Capanema
RJ, Brazil.

Figure 7.
Palácio Capanema
RJ, Brazil.
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Significance
Although there have been important studies regarding the use of architectural-robotics in
interior spaces (to support specific functions), there hasn’t been much research involving
intelligent environment in urban settings. This research is significant because it addresses
the problem involving the disconnection between technological advances and the built environment, which resulted in diminishing the importance of public/semi-public space, and
proposes a responsive cyber-physical architecture as a catalyst for people’s appropriation in
urban spaces.
Conclusion
The reduction of the importance of urban third-place as a medium for people encounter and
interaction is directly associated with recent technological advances. I believe that the way to
revive the built environment’s significance as a mean for people’s interaction is not to deny
technological advances, but to integrate them into the space. I believe that my developing
design research EnAct implemented in situ in Rio de Janeiro, promise to expand the understanding of human-robotic interaction.
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Architectural approach to planning
in the extreme arctic environment
Olga Bannova // Chalmers University of Technology

Abstract
Extreme environments in Polar Regions share similar facilities and operations, design and planning challenges: extreme cold temperatures, structural problems, high standards for materials,
resources limitations (including people), transportation and logistics. Nevertheless, they differ
depending on local cultural and social traditions and climate challenges specific to a particular
region. Environmental hardships create challenges that reflect on sets of architectural requirements. The paper discusses these challenges and their influences on form developing factors,
site orientation and circulation, - factors that affect budget considerations as well. The paper
also discusses criticality of addressing such impacts at the programming design stage especially
in challenging environments, in order to avoid costly adjustments at later development stages.
The paper argues that integrating an architectural approach into planning of construction and
related to it activities in Polar Regions is critical for enabling sustainability and resilient strategies there. The importance of such integration comes from the fact that engineering-oriented
developers follow strictly industry-specific technical regulations and standards. Simultaneously,
planning construction work and design in extreme conditions becomes a more complex process that calls for a new methodology, which would differ from common regulatory “checklists”
that most companies implement in their practices there. This paper outlines and categorizes
recurrent and specific to extreme environment and conditions events based on select research
methods that include verbal data collection and case studies analysis. The Figures of Merit
method was employed to identify important lessons that can be applied across different settings; and the ‘HSB Sustainable Living Lab’ project is suggested for effectiveness and verification
purposes. Understanding of relationships and influences between different facets of human
society and architecture can help to find a design approach and optimize needs and requirements for various types of people living and working in extreme environments of Polar Regions,
their societies and cultures.

Keywords
Architecture; Extreme environments; Polar Regions; Figures of Merits Method
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Introduction
Today life conditions in the Arctic changing rapidly due to climatological changes, recent trends in
industries, demographics, and the built environment. In arctic extreme environment, it becomes
essential to respond to those changes with design and planning just as fast as they occur. It is also
critical to proceed with construction almost immediately after a decision to begin any type of development is made and the personnel and crew has to be moved to a remote location within limited
timeframe. (Lempinen, 2013)
Engineering objectives-oriented developers in arctic and sub-arctic regions usually follow industry-specific technical regulations and standards “checklists” that lack deeper understanding of extreme environment implications on human factors and local communities’ essentials. The situation
affects operations and planning as well as required technical and logistic support. Applications of advanced technology and social and psychological sciences need to become mandatory components
of processing projects in the Arctic.
Therefore, special attention should be given to environmental characteristics that influence architectural and planning requirements and program prerequisites definition. Patterns in architectural
requirements for different extreme locations have to be analyzed prior to design decisions are
made. Comparisons between infrastructure elements conditions in case studies referred in this
paper demonstrate that they share similar characteristics that can be addressed by following related procedures. For example, extreme conditions of investigated case studies pose limitations
and hardships for people surviving and maintaining relative physical and psychological comfort. The
limitations include resources, availability of services and spaces, mobility and transportation. These
limitations lead to hardships that include all or some of the following:
• Strong restrictions to execute everyday work task
• Impossibility to perform social interactions or maintain necessary privacy level
• Impossibility to fulfill necessary living needs.
This conceptual paper introduces an idea of a new interdisciplinary and comprehensive approach
that includes highlighting extreme environment influences upon general habitat requirements, constraints upon delivery, construction, and special provisions for safety and hazard intervention. Consolidation of such design requirements based on the summary of vital design aspects is a key logic
for developing a new planning methodology.
The paper outlines prerequisites and reasoning for developing a systematic methodology for planning and design efforts in extreme environments of the Arctic and potentially other polar regions.
Although existing methods applied to planning and design in remote and extreme locations address
some environment-specific challenges, they lack a holistic approach. Such methods do not cover
or include a systematic tactic to the design process from preliminary design phase to construction
stage and conducted on case-by-case basis (Nielsen, 1999). As a result, some of previous experiences are used in new conditions but without comprehensive arrangements and systematic methodology the result of such application can be misleading, causing abuse and waste of resources and vital
time delays. (UNESCO, 2009)
Federal laws, standards and regulations generated by companies, local authorities, developers and
other entrepreneurships are disconnected at many levels and often have different objectives. That
leads to unbalanced design and planning resulting in failure in one or several areas of development
(Bell, 2014). This is also critical for creating sustainable environmental and social systems (Rasmussen, 1999). Social systems in extreme environments more vulnerable and sensitive to changing con-
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ditions in any of their subsystems, such as cultural, political, ecological,
technological, societal (Rasmussen, 1999). Malfunction in one of those
subsystems may easily make the whole system dysfunctional and handicapped (Nuttall, 2005).
Any planning project in the Arctic is a system where all subsystems
play their roles within environmental boundaries of the extreme conditions. Design is one of the subsystems and is a complex process that
requires well researched interdisciplinary preparation work including
not-traditionally design-related disciplines (e.g. climatology, meteorology, agriculture, petroleum engineering). Miscommunications between
diverse professions involved in developments in arctic regions leads to
mistakes resulting in vast environmental, time and money losses (Rasmussen, 1999).
Efforts in fixing not properly addressed problems later in the process
are costly, time consuming and sometimes too late to be corrected
(Reason, 2000). Creating a logical path for planning and maintaining
activities in extreme conditions is a vital necessity in pursuit of sustainability in the Arctic. (Kozlov, et al., 2015) Identifying aspects or elements
for the proposed methodology as well as understanding why they are
connected is important for building a dialogue model for local communities, engineers, individuals, that will serve as a design and development
planning tool.
Precedents and literature review
There is scarce literature concerning development of a system of
systems methodological approach for planning large-scale activities
in arctic and subarctic regions. (US National Research Council 2014,
Expert Group on Ecosystem-Based Management 2013) Therefore, the
approach in the literature review is a combining approach that includes
construction experience in Antarctica and design precedents and projects for the Arctic.
There is a big history in Antarctic and Arctic exploration (Vaughan
1994, Kirwan 1960) but the operations and activities in the North
and South are different. While Antarctica is protected by the Antarctic
Treaties (Peterson 1988) with permanent presence of countries participating in the Treaties supporting strictly scientific goals with limited
tourism and other commercial activities, the Artic is open for commerce and divided by northern countries’ specific political agendas. In
addition, there is no indigenous population present in Antarctica, while
the coast of the Arctic Ocean is inhabited by diverse population groups.
(Duhaime and Caron 2008) Since the presented here research focuses
on a methodological approach to planning of diverse activities
in arctic and sub-arctic regions, only building structure-related aspects
of the Antarctic endeavors can be considered as reference material.
(Muller 2010) (Figure 1)
Nevertheless, increased public interest in the Arctic in recent years
triggered launching of several art and social programs and projects
for the Arctic. They include initiatives by the Art Catalyst program in
the UK1 and Arctic Perspective Initiative2 supported by the Culture
Program of the European Union. These programs address social, political, architectural, and design issues in the Arctic and other extreme

1. http://www.artscatalyst.org/
2. http://arcticperspective.org/
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Figure 1.
Antarctic Elevated Stations: a – the BICEP4 and South Pole Telescopes building (Credit:Yuki Takahashi, NSF); b – Amundsen-Scott Station
(Credit: Elaine Hood, NSF); c – Halley VI station (Credit: British Antarctic Survey); d – Kohnen station (Credit: Stein Tronstad, NPI).

Figure 2.
a – Russian military base “Severnyi Klever” (Northern Clover) on Kotelnyi Island of Novosibirsk Archipelago under construction in 2015
(Credit: Russian Federation Defense Ministry Multimedia Center5); b – The US military abandoned radar station DYE-2 in Greenland (photographed by the author in June 2005).
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environments. (Arns, et al. 2010, Bravo and Triscott 2010) Yet, their architectural projects are
mostly object-oriented design competitions and not realized in the real conditions of the
Arctic. Large scale planning endeavors with transdisciplinary participation are still absent in
the landscape of the Arctic, although more commercial and even military activities and population expansion are evident during the last decades there. (Figure 2)
Methodology
The paper briefly describes several research methods that used as foundation for development of the proposed methodology. These methods include:
• Verbal data collection (mono- and transdisciplinary)
• Case studies analysis
• Selection of Figures Of Merit (based on NASA’s approach to data analysis and systematization) and application to case studies projects
• Analysis of effectiveness and verification of proposed method by means of Living
Lab project at Chalmers University of Technology (using it as an evaluating tool).
Mono-disciplinary and transdisciplinary approaches represent two platforms of knowledge
production and often referred as Mode 1 and Mode 2 of the research process (Gibbons, et
al. 1994, Nystrom 2002). While Mode 1 methods can be used for collecting scientific and
quantitative evidence (mono-disciplinary), they can also be used as verification methods for
concepts and theories developed in Mode 2 (transdisciplinary) (Dunin-Woyseth and Nilsson
2011, Nystrom 2002). Both modes are necessary for development of a balanced research
process and knowledge accumulation. (International Council for Science, 2005)
Application of the Figures Of Merit is used to compare and categorize aspects of the case
studies projects used in this thesis. Sets of Figures of Merit for design considerations and
comparison tables is an effective methodology for analysis of efficiency and other qualities
of all design aspects and for every stage of design and planning projects developments. (Bell
and Bannova 2011) For the purpose of maintaining objectiveness during categorization of
design aspects by their importance level, it is necessary to take into consideration that
participant-observation data were collected within the operational and situational context,
viewing the case “from the inside out” (Gillham 2010).
Because the data available for collection in Case Study research are usually not precisely
measured and may be partially subjective, application of multiple sources of evidence is
necessary for better understanding of the research problem and theory argumentation. All
of them deal with scientific evidence and can have quantitative or qualitative dimensions.
Applied analytical strategies include:
• Relying on theoretical propositions
• Developing a case description
• Using qualitative data
• Examining competing explanations.
Extrapolating from James Reason “Swiss Cheese” (2000) theory that is widely used in the
healthcare field, and applying the theory to the planning process in the extreme conditions
of the Arctic multi-dimensionally leads to argument that transdisciplinary approach should
be part of design and planning prerequisites, programming and project execution (Reason,
2000).
The multi-dimensional character of the process affects overall design methodology in a way
where all components are influenced and influencing one another. Figure 3 summarizes the
idea in a multi-dimensional diagram where straight horizontal and vertical connections represent direct dependences and influences while indirect connectors represent conditional
but permanent relationships between elements. The integration model or tool’s role is to
facilitate these relationships and promptly respond to their demands.
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The author’s multi-dimensional model applied to project development process.
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An ultimate goal of any design process depends on successful identification of a design research problem, which lays in finding a proper
“translation from individual, organizational and social needs to physical
artifacts” (Hillier & Leaman, 1976). Architectural approach also includes
understanding of consequences of inadequate behavior or actions that
caused by inappropriate attitude to the project development and may
lead to non-desirable or even catastrophic events.
Data collection
For better understanding of the current situation with energy companies’ exploration plans in the Arctic, professional engineers and managers from several energy companies3 answered a structured questionnaire about projects in extreme environments. Three ConocoPhillips
managers were interviewed referencing multiple projects at four different locations. The interviews aimed to expand and summarize the
knowledge after the respondents answered the survey. The locations
of discussed projects include off-shore platforms, several Alaska North
Slope developments, Russian Arctic region, and Northern Alberta
County in Canada (Table 1). The schedule was the main driver for all
projects as well as cost and safety for operational projects. All of them
were challenged with remoteness, communication issues between contractors, local authorities, workforce and the project management, and
logistics problems at different degrees.

3. ConocoPhillips, ExxonMobile, Shell, Fluor Corporation

Table 1.
Projects referred in survey responses.

Although all mentioned projects were referred as successful, the corporate criteria for “success” or “failure” is only based on safety and execution within a given timeframe and budget (ConocoPhillips, 2006). It
was revealed during follow-up interviews that many of other elements
of planning and execution processes are either dismissed or not given
a proper attention and that may sometimes jeopardize the project flow.
Interviewed professionals and practitioners from other energy companies4 and researchers pointed out independently that effective and
timely communications between all participants and at all stages of
the process is a foundation of success regardless of major drivers and
criteria of the success applied in the project. Most important drivers
of success in all projects are safety, cost, schedule and quality while last
three may not be necessarily placed in that order. Other impacting
aspects of success or failure include:

4. ExxonMobil, Shell (Moscow
office), Fluor Corp.
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•
•
•
•

Professional level of personnel
Number of qualified personnel on site and in decision making
Available infrastructure
Available resources.

Case studies
Table 2 summarizes environmental and geographical characteristics of projects used as case
studies for development of proposed methodology.

Table 2.
Characteristics of investigated case studies.

Case study I (Polar desert) is located above polar circle on the top of three kilometers of
Greenlandic glacier and in the center of Greenland.The subject of the Case study II (Boreal)
is in wetlands of Amur River of Russian eastern Siberia. Both geographical locations present
challenging for life conditions and demand proper response from architects and planners
when planning development activities in the regions. Projects from the Case Study III are
sited in multiple locations of the Arctic region.
Figures Of Merit (FOM)
Figures of Merits can be justified as Characteristics of Values where the designer of the
method identifies the values. Using the FOM method helps to identify important lessons
that can be applied across different settings, which present common priorities, issues and
challenges. Such environments include future bases on the Moon and Mars, offshore surface
and submersible facilities, polar research and energy exploration stations, military desert
operations, and emergency shelters in disaster zones.
Even though it may seem not be very practical to compare proposed case studies elements
using FOM technique as many of these projects’ attributes are rather qualitative than quantitative by the nature, it appears to be important to understand the FOM approach when
different design solutions are compared and evaluated.
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Analyzing effectiveness and verification
To test and evaluate responsible planning and design practices the author was proposed to use the ‘HSB Sustainable Living Lab’5, which is a
collaborative effort between the largest Swedish co-operative housing
association, HSB, and Johanneberg Science Park, and is currently under
construction as a student housing, located on Chalmers main campus6.
Its location offers a unique opportunity to merge research, education
and outreach.
The goal of the HabLab initiative is to explore new building and construction ideas and concepts, new materials implementation, to test
design and planning approaches, develop new technologies and adapt
products and systems innovations to local context culturally, economically and socially (Nystrom, et al. 2000).An architectural input is focused
on a definition of sustainable living environment and design practice exploring students’ interactions in design/build process, construction and
use of housing units while efficiently optimizing consumption of energy
and other resources.
Research Approach
A concept of a new interdisciplinary and comprehensive approach
highlights extreme environment boundaries to be applied to general
habitat requirements, and constraints upon delivery, construction, and
special provisions for safety and hazard intervention. Consolidation of
such design requirements based on the summary of vital design aspects
is a key logic for a new programming and planning methodology.
Identification of common priorities, issues and challenges leads to a
possibility of creating a common methodology that can be applied to
design and planning for various extreme environments and adjusted
to diverse harsh conditions. Human requirements and environmental
factors specific to each different type of environment, operation and
facility must be correlated with resulting planning needs. Some general
considerations are listed in Table 3.

Table 3.
Planning considerations.

Analysis of the case studies demonstrated shared and recurrent design
aspects that need addressing in design process in a similar way, which
perhaps can help to optimize planning processes for extreme environments conditions starting from first stages of their initiation. Table 4
summarizes structural and infrastructural similarities and differences
between case planning and design requirements.

5-6. http://suslab.eu/partners/
chalmers-th/hsb-living-lab/
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Table 4.
General and specific planning and design requirements.

Table 5.
Human factors influencing design and planning requirements.
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Other design influencing aspects are associated with human factors.
They combined under non-structural, human-related category where
psychological, societal, cultural and mental challenges demonstrate
comparable levels of stress and other risk factors. Table 6 summarizes
some of them.
Impacts of those influences evaluated and categorized based on levels
of demand, effect on safety procedures, dependency, intrusiveness and
effect on local infrastructure and community.
Optimization of design requirements based on the summary of design
aspects presented in Tables 4 and 5 is the next step of the research.
Sets of requirements become key elements of a new methodology for
design and planning in Polar Regions.
The research presented in this paper is built upon personal and academic work experience, review of performed projects, literature indication, and experts and practitioners’ reviews. The verbal data of the
research was collected from diverse sources and at different times. It
is recognized that this research has limitations that come from Case
Studies projects’ conditions: both are earlier performed student projects and retrospectively reviewed. Other limitations come from inadequate number of existing records about planning large-scale projects in
the Arctic. (Nuttall 2005) (Expert Group on Ecosystem-Based Management 2013) Nevertheless, understanding that these limitations open
possibilities for failure of the proposed concept lead to opportunities to learn and improve the Matrix and its application process when
applied to a new project. Matrix application simulation is attempted
through its application to the current ConocoPhillips project in North
Slope Alaska – GMT17 (Figure 4).
The purpose of the Matrix application to the GMT1 is to demonstrate
how a transdisciplinary logic of the Matrix can identify most critical
points of the project development. Figure 4 depicts systems that need
attention in any planning process in Arctic conditions: project requirements, environmental challenges, present situation of conditions and
physical structures. The figure illustrates how elements of the Matrix
are created. The Figures Of Merit of each system placed along the axes
according to their importance and criticality to the realization of the
project. For example, project required infrastructure and structural decisions depend on temperature conditions and availability of existing
structures and utilities at the location. Intersection of these systems
creates Matrix informing components. Most critical components of the
Matrix are closest to the axes intersection point.
Conclusions
In a summary, a transdisciplinary, comprehensive approach includes
highlighting influences upon general habitat requirements, constraints
upon delivery and construction, and special provisions for safety and
hazard interventions. Common design influences with different levels
of impact include:
• Influences driven by transport to remote sites
• Environmental influences upon facilities and construction
• Influences of crew sizes, types of activities and occupancy durations

5-6. http://alaska.conocophillips.com/who-we-are/Pages/
projects.aspx
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Figure 4.
Subsystems and elements to consider during a planning process
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• Influences of construction methods and support infrastructures
• Special safety and emergency response requirements (Bannova, 2010).
Reflecting dialogues with industry professional, researchers, logistics and support crews operating in polar and other remote locations, it is understood that the most critical influences
upon operating and living conditions are related to safety, communication and transportation
availability.
Analysis of patterns in architectural requirements for different extreme locations demonstrated conditions that influence architectural and planning requirements and program prerequisites definition. Comparisons between investigated case studies stressed limitations
and hardships people experience in the extreme environments of the Arctic. Impacts of
those stresses need evaluation and categorization based on levels of demand, effect on safety
procedures, dependency, intrusiveness and effect on local infrastructure and community. A
new methodological approach addresses these influences on design and planning for applications in extreme conditions of Polar Regions.
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Abstract
Our life is becoming increasingly computerised at nearly all scales, a trend evident in terms
such as the Smart City, the Smart Home, or the Internet of Things. The introduction of digital
technology enables environments to respond to data gathered from many of our behaviours.
A growing field of architectural design and research focuses on kinetic responses to inhabitant
behaviour. However, the specific modes of interaction as well as the effects of such environmental responses on their inhabitants are currently underexplored. Using a literature-based
approach, we argue that because such digitally augmented environments respond to bodily
behaviours of their inhabitants, one important dimension of investigation is the embodied
relationship between the architectural space and its occupant. One perspective that offers
insight into this relationship is the so-called enactive approach to cognition, describing mutual influences between inhabitant and environment, which can create autonomous behaviour
dynamics. Understanding the enacted relationship between inhabitants and environment will
help architects create kinetically responsive environments that benefit their inhabitants physiologically and psychologically.The paper concludes with an overview of our lab-based research
already conducted and current investigations.
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Adaptive Architecture; Enaction; Embodiment; Human-Building Interaction.
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Introduction
Although we are not always aware of it, we have never been more intimately connected to our built
environments. The fast increasing infusion of our buildings with sensors enables them to monitor
our behaviour. But buildings do not only sense where we are and what we do, an increasing number
of buildings also start to respond to our behavioural patterns. This trend manifests itself, for example, in the growing number of home automation devices, such as the Nest product range and mobile
application frameworks like the Apple iOS HomeKit allowing interaction with home automation
devices using a mobile phone. Similarly, HealthKit enables apps to utilise health-related data sensed
by other devices, such as smart watches and wristbands, which sense real-time physiological data
from their users, such as their heart rate.
From here, it is a small step to envision the domains of architecture on one hand and personal
wellbeing and health on the other to engage each other in a near-future consumer market. Indeed,
in experimental and artistic settings, the linking of real-time physiological data and architectural
response is already being explored in an increasing number of adaptive environment prototypes.
Specifically, these research and exhibition environments use real-time physiological data to respond
directly to the bodily behaviours of their occupants.This creates an interaction cycle or loop, which
can temporarily couple an architectural environment with the human body. One specific family of
such an interaction loop are so-called biofeedback environments, such as ExoBuilding (Schnädelbach
et al. 2012) (Figure 1). These reflect in real-time the inhabitant’s physiological behaviour, such as
their heart rate, respiration, or other physiological processes. As a result of the reflection of behaviours, an inhabitant and their adaptive environment form an interaction system similar to that
between a person and their mirror image.
This new potential to make the built environment responsive to the behaviours (and emotional
states) of the people inhabiting it brings both excitement and trepidation. On the one hand, it may
directly contribute to our physiological and psychological wellbeing by allowing us to better relax
and become more resilient towards stress. In this sense, it would support Weiser’s (1991) vision of
calm computing that he saw “as refreshing as taking a walk in the woods.” On the other hand, such environments might introduce additional stresses into our lives, potentially inducing ‘over-awareness’
of physiological processes and revealing very intimate behaviours, such as erratic breathing, to others nearby. Such fears were voiced by some participants in the first formal study with ExoBuilding
(Schnädelbach et al. 2012).
Thus, understanding the psychological and physiological effects biofeedback architecture in particular and Adaptive Architecture in general have on their inhabitants will help to maximise the as
of yet dormant potentials. Such potential effects include relaxation, mindfulness, and thus perhaps
increased recovery and resilience. Adaptive environments might even contribute to more harmonic
relationships with others if their effects are fully understood and applied in new designs.
Not understanding the effects may bring about detriments, such as the above mentioned ‘over-awareness’ or even direct harm as the environment may cause some inhabitants to physiologically behave in unnatural and perhaps unhealthy patterns, such as hyperventilation (breathing too quickly,
possibly causing dizziness, fainting and seizures in extreme cases) or hypoventilation (breathing too
slowly to provide enough gas exchange, potentially leading to suffocation).
Because of the possibilities and potential dangers, it is crucial to study the bodily relationship
between inhabitants and the adaptive environments they occupy. One approach to explore such
relationships is to investigate aspects of enaction, a sub-domain of embodied cognition, in adaptive
architecture.
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Figure 1.
ExoBuilding.
Source: Schnädelbach, H. et al., 2012. ExoBuilding: Physiologically Driven Adaptive Architecture. ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, 19(4), pp.1–22.
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The remainder of this article first reviews Adaptive Architecture historically and with regard
to the emerging digital instances of Adaptive Architecture that respond to human behaviour.
The next section focuses on a specific kind of Adaptive Architecture called biofeedback
architecture, which responds to its inhabitants’ physiology. This leads to the discussion of
‘Enaction’, a concept of embodied cognition, which we relate to Adaptive Architecture. Concluding this paper, we outline our research on Enaction in Adaptive Architecture to date.
Adaptive Architecture
The central defining feature of Adaptive Architecture is that it has been intentionally designed to adapt to environmental changes or occupant behaviour, as Schnädelbach (2010)
explains. Designing for constant adaptation is fundamentally different from common notions of architecture as a static construct. While responding to inhabitants in real-time is
of primary importance in our research, we include for completeness that buildings might
also adapt to environmental conditions such as temperature, daylight, wind, and seasons (cf.
Kontovourkis et al. 2013).
The multitude of approaches and dimensions of adaptive architecture make this a diverse
field, which is evident in terms such as Interactive Architecture (Fox & Kemp 2009), Responsive
Environments (Bullivant 2006) or Digitally-Driven Architecture (Bier & Knight 2010) among a
long list of others. The variety of terms and definitions also illustrates the underlying desire
to innovate by exploring new technologies as well as creating more suitable, pleasant, stimulating, relaxing, efficient, or comfortable environments for their occupants.
Digital Adaptivity
Architecture has long offered manual adaptive features, ranging from nomadic tents (Kronenburg 2003) to interior screens in Japanese architecture beginning in Shinden zukuri (Paine
1981). More recently, sliding and revolving panels feature in Rietveld’s 1924 Schröder House
(Mulder & Rietveld 1999). Similarly, a pivoting wall corner allows changing the spatial topology in Holl’s Fukuoka Houses (2003) (Figure 2).
As opposed to traditional, manual adaptations, our research is concerned with adaptive architecture that employs digital technologies to adapt to human behaviour. New technologies,
such as wearable sensors and more powerful and versatile actuators now provide the opportunity to adapt the physical settings we occupy either automatically in a pre-defined pattern or in direct, non-prescribed response to our behaviours.The first engagement between
architecture and the digital world occurred as the application of cybernetics to the architectural designs of Cedric Price (2003), such as the Fun Palace (Figure 3) or the Generator project.
While these projects were never built, they appeared to become the starting point for the
vision of others, such as Mark Weiser. He developed a vision of ubiquitous computing that
saw a close integration of digital technology and architectural environments. Weiser called
this vision calm computing, which he imagined as computing technologies that completely
disappeared into the background of our perception but supported our daily activities, culminating in his statement:
“Machines that fit the human environment instead of forcing humans to enter theirs will make using a computer as refreshing as
taking a walk in the woods.”
(Weiser 1991)
While mainly focused on screen technologies, Weiser foresaw that humans would interact
with digitally augmented architectural spaces well beyond increasing efficiency in the work
environment. He saw computers as becoming integral to all aspects of our daily lives, including our relationship to the physical environments we inhabit.
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Figure 2.
Fukuoka Houses, interior view.
Source:
Holl,S., Fukuoka Houses,
El Croquis N. 78,
Steven Holl 1986-1996.

Figure 3.
Fun Palace.
Source:
Price, Cedric. 2003.
Cedric Price:The Square Book.
London: Academy Editions
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One manifestation of Weiser’s idea of ubiquitous computing are Smart Homes, which typically take the form of conventional homes augmented with technology to automate processes,
such as heating, lighting, and air conditioning, provide increased inhabitant comfort, energy
efficiency, time-saving or security but generally without kinetic features. They have been described and discussed in detail by others (Chan et al. 2008).
Physiological Interactions with Adaptive Architecture
More closely keeping to Weiser’s vision of environments that offer experiences as refreshing
and stimulating as walking in the woods, artistic and research prototypes illustrate the currently possible degree of linkage between inhabitant and environment. A common approach
to adapting to the inhabitant body is a response to presence, which projects such as ADA
(Eng et al. 2003) or the Muscle Projects (Oosterhuis & Biloria 2008) among numerous others
illustrate (see Figure 4 and Figure 5). Much more intimate relationships between environment and occupant emerge when the environment responds to physiological behaviours,
such as heart rate or respiration. As one example, Breathe (Jacobs & Findley n.d.) reflects
(and records) the current inhabitant’s breathing by swaying ceiling-hung strings (Figure 6) of
one colour. Simultaneously, it replays the breathing pattern of the previous inhabitant using
different coloured strings, allowing time-shifted inhabitant interaction.
More visceral experiences, compared to watching strings sway are provided by Sonic Cradle
(Vidyarthi et al. 2012) and ExoBuilding (Schnädelbach et al. 2012). The former (Figure 7), a
dark chamber in which the user sits, creates an adaptive soundscape in real-time response to
inhabitant respiration. The latter (Figure 1) translates inhaling and exhaling in real-time into
upward and downward movement of a tent-like fabric inside which an inhabitant sits. Both
environments have been empirically studied and evaluated.
Biofeedback Architecture
Environments like Sonic Cradle and ExoBuilding that sense and reflect physiological behaviour
of their inhabitants are called Biofeedback Architecture. Reflecting the inhabitant’s physiological behaviour back to the inhabitant is based on the principle of biofeedback (cf. Schwartz
& Andrasik 2003), which refers to the electronic monitoring and visual representation of
physiological processes, such as heart rate, respiration, or electrodermal activity, in order to
train a person to influence these processes voluntarily. Common goals of biofeedback are to
reduce stress and build resilience.
The mechanism on which biofeedback depends is our ability to perceive actions (some
form of feedback) and respond to them with new actions (adjusted behaviour), a so-called
perception-action loop. This has also been described as a form of “dynamical attunement of
organism to environment” (Gallagher & Bower 2014, pp.241/242). Being able to sense and
respond to inhabitants in real-time provides buildings with such a perception-action system.
In other words, real-time bodily communication between building and inhabitant becomes
possible because of sensors and actuators. As Haque (2015) explains “We no longer think
of architecture as static and immutable; instead we see it as dynamic, responsive, and conversant.” [author’s emphasis]
In biofeedback environments, the physiological behaviour of the inhabitant becomes expressed through the very fabric of the physical environment. This can also be seen as the architecture embodying its own inhabitant (cf. Jäger et al. 2014). This bodily coupling is already
observable in a very small number of presently existing prototypes, such as ExoBuilding
(Schnädelbach et al. 2012). However, this observation requires an understanding of the interactive bodily relationship between inhabitant and environment, which we introduce below.
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Figure 4.
ADA.
Source:
Bullivant, Lucy. 2005. ‘ADA:
The Intelligent Room.’
Architectural Design 75 (1).
Academy Press: 1–5.

Figure 5.
Muscle Tower
Source:
Hyperbody, TU Delft
http://www.interactivearchitecture.org/wp-content/
imagebank/muscletower.jpg

Figure 6.
Breathe
Source:
Findley & Jacobs
http://www.sonicribbon.com/
sonicribbon/wp-content/
uploads/2011/10/jessica-findley-art-breathe1.jpg
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Enaction
Enaction is a form of embodiment that emphasises the interactive nature of making sense
of the world. This interaction bias, a continuous process, differentiates enaction from other
common concepts of embodied cognition, such as embodiment, extension, and embeddedness. Together, these four concepts (embodied, extended, embedded, enacted) form the socalled 4E approach to embodied cognition (Menary 2010), which we now briefly explain to
provide context.
The 4E Approach to Cognition
Embodiment refers to a type of cognition that rejects the separation of mind and body as
proposed by Descartes. While there is some disagreement of the importance of individual
aspects of embodiment theories (Menary 2010), all approaches to Embodiment seem to
agree upon most if not all concepts of the 4E approach. This approach is a synthesis of embodiment concepts that promises to comprehensively explain embodied interactions with
our world. It describes embodiment through four interdependent concepts: embodied, extended, embedded, and enacted.
These four terms describe cognition as depending on the body and even occurring in its
physicality, which is called embodied. For example, having two eyes for stereoscopic vision
allows humans to see and interact with three-dimensional objects because of the specific
distance they have to each other, enabling the judgment of size and distance of objects in
relation to us (Rowlands 2010). Thus, embodied describes the specific physical setup that
enables us to engage with the world.
The body also reaches out into the world, which means it is extended. Through our senses (haptic, gustatory, olfactory, visual, and audial) our body reaches out and extends itself
into the surrounding physical world. Thus, extended contributes the notion that the body
interacts with the environment with the aim of actively extracting useful information from
objects that these contain in a “dormant” fashion (Rowlands 2010). This is distinct from embodied as it adds activity to the pure physicality of the body’s senses. Clark (2004) explains in
detail how he thinks the extension of the body also applies in the context of computing in
particular and digital technology in general.
The body is also situated in its environment—or it is embedded. Being surrounded by the
world enables the human body to access specific parts of the environment in order to reduce mental load on the brain. How the location of the body within an environment helps
the brain to make a cognitive task less demanding, is for example explained by Haselager and
colleagues (2008). This differs from extended in terms of the perspective: extended sees the
body as probing the environment for information, while embedded sees the body as being
situated or immersed in a specific context.
The three previous concepts enable the body to experience the world and access information in it. They contribute to the enacted concept, which refers to the body acting on the
world. This acting is an exploration of the world’s physical elements, which Rowlands (2010)
describes primarily as exploration with the ‘visual modality.’ However, despite its recent
emergence as a well-defined concept, a large number of publications on enaction, especially
by De Jaegher and Di Paolo (see my discussion of their work below), argue that enacted
cognition crucially consists of multi-sensory explorations of the world. They emphasise the
coupling between agents and the environment and their continuous embodied interaction.
This definition, we argue, allows an interpretation of the 4E approach in terms of space and
time. While embodied, extended, and embedded relate the body to space, the interaction
component, which is the pivotal argument of the enacted thesis, in our view, adds the dimension of time to the other three concepts (Figure 8) by focusing on the body constantly acting
in, exploring, and, thus, making sense of the world.
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Figure 7.
Sonic Cradle
Source:
Vidyarthi, J., Riecke, B.E.
& Gromala, D.,
(2012)
http://tinyurl.com/jr5lsb4
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Figure 8.
Sequence and interdependence of 4E concepts

Figure 9.

Illustration of ‘Embodiment’ concept
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McGann and colleagues (2013) argue that the core of enaction is “the dynamic interaction
between the agent and the environment.” It is important to understand that when enaction
researchers refer to ‘environment’ they typically include other humans in it. McGann et
al. go on to say that out of this interaction emerges the mind of the individual—rather
than the mind being an individual entity that joins into an interaction. This thesis is supported by Gallagher (2011) who argues that the interaction between two agents does
more than merely adding the contributions of each agent. Instead, Gallagher explains,
the interaction contributes ‘surplus value’ to both agents, as in the formula: 1 + 1 > 2.
How such surplus value emerges out of enaction in the context of Adaptive Architecture
follows below.
Building blocks of Enaction
According to Di Paolo, Rohde, and De Jaegher (2010), five concepts build the nucleus
of the enactive approach, consisting of: embodiment, autonomy, emergence, experience, and
sense-making.
Embodiment
For the enactive approach, the crucial interpretation of embodiment is that of “bodily-mediated cognition” (Di Paolo et al. 2010) or that cognition quite literally (but without the
intent of trivialising it) depends on the body. The activities in which the body engages
allow us to be autonomous agents who actively make sense of their interactions with the
environment, including other agents.
As an interactive system, Adaptive Architecture relies on the inhabitant to interact with
it by using the body. Sensing and actuation technology allows for mutual embodiment
to occur in which inhabitant and the environment embody each other. The environment
translates behavioural data emanating from the inhabitant into its own action potential.
The inhabitant, on the other hand, embodies the environment by means of their own
perception-action loop. Sensing and reacting to the actions of the environment enables
the inhabitant to incorporate environmental behaviour into their perception of their
own body as if they were looking into a mirror. McGann and colleagues (2013) explain:
“By coordinating its activities with the world around it the agent
effectively incorporates the environment into its own on-going behaviour.” (p. 206)
Autonomy
Autonomy is the ability of agents to “follow laws set up by their own activity” (Di Paolo et
al. 2010). Agents do not passively react to external stimuli. Instead, they actively control
how to interact with their environment.
For the interaction between an adaptive environment and its inhabitant, autonomy relates
mostly to the human inhabitant rather than the environment. The inhabitant acts of their
own volition and can create their own rules of interaction. In the case of biofeedback
architecture responding to breathing, the inhabitant might adjust their breathing amplitude or frequency or both in order to modulate their interaction with the environment.
Emergence
Di Paolo and colleagues (2010) explain emergence as the creation of a completely new
entity (process or property) out of the interaction of agents. This new entity itself is
autonomous (see above). One might think of synchronous behaviour that sustains itself
until one of the agents actively breaks the synchrony.
In general terms, what emerges from the interaction between inhabitant and adaptive environment is an experience for the inhabitant. In environments that respond to breathing,
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Figure 10.

Figure 11.

Illustration of ‘Autonomy’ concept

Illustration of ‘Emergence’ concept

Figure 12.

Figure 13.

Illustration of ‘Experience’ concept

Illustration of ‘Sense-making’ concept
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the experience might be an increased self-awareness of one’s own respiration and potential health benefits.Through repeated interactions with the environment, their health may
improve (e.g., lower respiration rates, lower stress levels, increased resilience).
Experience
Di Paolo et al interpret experience as “intertwined with being alive and immersed in a world
of significance.” (2010, p.43) They argue that experience and embodiment are closely
interwoven, stating “we find a lawful relation of bodily and experience transformations.” For
example, skills are acquired in a process of improving performance through practice: as
we improve, the task becomes easier, and we can focus on, performing it faster, more
beautifully, or using less energy.
Adaptive Architecture, especially biofeedback architecture, relates to experience regarding its close relation to embodiment. As the interaction between inhabitant and environment progresses, either within the same session or across multiple sessions, the
inhabitant becomes more practiced and more skilled in this interaction.
Sense-making
Finally, sense-making is a process closely connected to autonomy. Since autonomous
agents interact with their environments and gain experience/skills by adjusting the manner in which they interact, they extract meaning from the interactions (Di Paolo et al.
2010). De Jaegher and Di Paolo (2007) point out that sense-making is an actively pursued
process that, at least socially, occurs with other agents in a mutual interaction, making it
a participatory process. Agents do not access “their world in order to build accurate pictures
of it. They directly participate in the generation of meaning by their action; they enact a world”
(Di Paolo et al. 2010, p.39).
While interacting with Adaptive Architecture inhabitants create meaning by dynamically
interacting with their environment. When interacting physiologically with an environment like Sonic Cradle or ExoBuilding, inhabitants may seek relaxation or mindfulness.
The pursuit of this goal is an act of sense-making in which the environment participates
by providing feedback, which allows inhabitants to achieve their goal.
To summarise, interactions with Adaptive Architecture cannot occur without the body of
the inhabitant (embodiment). Each inhabitant can individually affect and define the interaction (autonomy). From the interaction with the adaptive environment may, for example,
emerge increased wellbeing or improved relationships with other agents. Over time
inhabitants gain experience in their environmental interaction, they acquire and improve
a skill. This skill enables them to better make sense of the world, such as how to interact
with the adaptive environment to feel more relaxed or mindful or be in tune with it.Thus,
inhabitant and adaptive environment engage in a special relationship that binds them
temporarily together. It couples them.
Coupling with the (Adaptive) Environment
Enactive researchers specifically investigate the coupling between “cognisers” and their
environment. McGann and colleagues (2013) elaborate:
“In trying to understand coupling, enactive researchers examine
the perception-action loop as involving the coupling (and hence
dynamical modulation) between brain, body, tools, objects, other
people, and context in general.” (p.204)
It is possible to identify the perception-action loop not only in an inhabitant but now
also in an adaptive environment (sensors and actuators). Because the environment has,
technically speaking, sensorimotor skills, it can reciprocate behaviour. A biofeedback
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environment by definition reciprocates behaviour because it reflects or mirrors its inhabitant’s physiology. Thus, the environment and its inhabitant are both equipped to coordinate their behaviour and partake as agents in the same interaction. Consequently,
Enacted Adaptive Architecture is a collective of interacting agents constituted of humans
and architecture specifically designed to adapt.
A Research Agenda for Enacted Adaptive Architecture
Each of the five building blocks of enaction is an interesting area to investigate with regard to Adaptive Architecture. De Jaegher and Di Paolo (2007) suggest to also empirically
study coordination dynamics, and movement analysis in the context of enaction, stating that
“experimental approaches that minimalise and control sensorimotor coupling […] are likely to
yield the most interesting results.” They further suggest “a disciplined approach to the experience of interaction, including experiences such as connectedness.”
Researching Enaction in Adaptive Architecture
In our research, we have so far investigated the sensorimotor control relationship between inhabitant and adaptive environment as well has physiological synchrony (similar
to coordination dynamics and connectedness) between two inhabitants mediated by a
newly designed multi-user adaptive environment.
A paper on the control relationship between inhabitant and adaptive architecture is
under review. This empirical, lab-based work suggests that adaptive environments can
make use of the biofeedback loop to initiate different behaviours of their own. Such
environment-initiated behaviours, for example aiming to directly influence respiratory
frequencies of inhabitants, can then guide inhabitants to new and potentially optimised
(healthier) behaviours.
Another submitted paper illustrates the research-based design of the multi-user adaptive
environment called WABI. This paper discusses the challenges of meaningfully mapping
real-time data streams emanating from two colocated inhabitants to various parts of the
surrounding architectural space. The paper further speculates on the operability, interactions, and application of data mappings to architectural space when the environment
accommodates a multitude of inhabitants.
A paper currently in preparation introduces a lab-based, qualitative study investigating
dual inhabitant interactions within WABI.This and the above research on control suggest
that inhabitants and adaptive environment are closely tied into an enactive relationship
in which they mutually and constantly affect each other. Out of this enactive relationship
emerges the particularly positive effect for inhabitants of behavioural synchrony in the
form of synchronised breathing between them. Benefits of behavioural synchrony, as
shown by others, include but are not limited to improved interpersonal relationships,
cooperation, memory, pro-social attitudes, and an elevated pain threshold.
Moving our research from lab-based investigations into the real-world, we recently deployed a respiration-responsive multi-user biofeedback environment in an elderly care
setting. This deployment explores the effects of the enactive relationship between adaptive environment and inhabitants in the context of residential elderly care. Furthermore,
we investigate the limitations as well as the acceptance of this technology in this context.
This will deepen our understanding of the applicability of the enactive design approach
as well as exploring a real-world application for behaviour-responsive Adaptive Architecture.
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Conclusion
Due to the increasing impact new technology has on the built environment, it is vital to
investigate the physiological and psychological effects of such augmentations.When these
technologies enable environments to become kinetically adaptive to inhabitant behaviour,
questions regarding the emerging enacted relationships need to be addressed. In the
future, we intend to investigate additional aspects of enaction in relation to Adaptive
Architecture, which will include further explorations of real-world applications, such as
leisure, work, and health.
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Abstract
The process of constant changes in social, spatio-physical, technical, technological, and economic frames reflects on the functionally physical structure of contemporary residential buildings.
It actually initiates a faster development of new approaches as well as redefining traditional
residential concepts. The development and application of the transformability concept is essentially connected to the fact that the traditional concept of residential architecture is not
adapted to the circumstances of a contemporary resident and his needs, which, besides those
that are predictable, can often include those unspecified and unknown. The applicability of
design principles is changing and questioning the design patterns of contemporary residential
buildings at the same time. This work emphasizes the importance of the application of transformation principles in the development of an architectural design methodology for contemporary residential buildings. It also raises new analytical questions which lead to an upgrading of
knowledge in the field of design process. The concept refers to the physical transformation of
an inner spatial plan and the transformation of the object membrane. It is about the spatially
physical modifications which are accomplished by changes in the position, shape and structure
of the characteristic elements of transformation. The research and analysis of the transformation principle, based on architectural design, emphasizes the importance of the identification
of the basic characteristics which define the structure of the concept of transformable residential buildings and which are able to adapt to the constant changes caused by the needs of
today’s users and environment.The term “transformable residential buildings” refers to objects
which can be transformed, changed and adapted, even after they were built. The aim of the
application of the transformability concept is the improvement of the functionality of a building,
and that is why this research is dedicated to the establishing and explaining of transformation
principles which are applied in the architectural design of contemporary residential buildings
in the conceptual phase of their project. The application of transformation principles, on the
conceptual level of designing decisions, represents a part of notional designing strategy, where
the assigned goals of a transformability of a residential structure are being accomplished.
Actually, it is dedicated to the difficulties in designing buildings which can be transformed even
after they were built. The analysis of the transformation concept of contemporary residential
buildings is being done through the analysis of referential examples, according to the previously
noticed transformation models and key influences on concept development.The examples are
analyzed on the basis of applied transformation of an inner space plan and transformation
of an object membrane, whereas the functional analysis of the structure of residential spaces
is not emphasized. However, this research attempts to establish principles which, if applied,
will help for diverse functions and forms to be accomplished. In other words, it is aimed at
noticing the basic transformation elements which are used in the process of accomplishment
of the concept of transformation. The visual and physical transformations are dependent on
eachother and inseparable. However, the physical transformation of an object, which relates
to a spatially mechanical movement of basic constructive elements, is dominant and the main
topic of this work.

Keywords
Transformability; Transformation principles.
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The History of the Transformable House
Contemporary architectural practice actualizes the topic of transformability concept development
in residential architecture and raises questions concerning the adaptability of contemporary residential structures in the continuous process of changing needs and different situations, as well as
the set of development models of possible transformations, which represents the central topic of
scientific research. The awareness of changeable spatio-physical, economic and technological conditions, capacities and the contemporary social needs of life processes has reflected on and largely
built itself into the tendencies of contemporary architectural design.
If we look at the development and implementation of transformation principles in architectural design from the beginning of the 20th century till the present day, we notice that residential structures
have a dominant position compared to other types of objects with a changeable spatio-physical
structure (Lee, 2012).
In the past the very existence of humans was based solely on their ability to adapt to a new environment in a neverending process of habitat change. From the 18th century on, with the appearance
and development of the idea of a skeletal construction system, the aim was to finish with a massive
construction system and introduce steel spatial structures, the goal of which was to make the design and use of inner space simpler and more transparent. Till the end of the 19th century, most
structures built in this way were designed without inner partitions in order to set them afterwards
in a way that suited users best. Between the two World Wars, with the development of modernism,
the architecture of residential buildings became a field where experimental and innovative concepts
of design processes were applied. This was a time when a house became an experimental polygon
and the implementation of new materials and technologies was promoted [Figure 1]. At the beginning of the 20th century, Le Corbusier (1986) defined “five points of architecture,” one of which
was known as “the free plan” (p.9). His Dom-ino house was designed according to these principles
in 1914. It had clear horizontal flats supported by a skeletal holding system without any fixed inner
partitions, in order to eventually define the space according to the specific needs of the user. It resulted in an absolute liberalization of the form and function of flexible architecture. In his postulate
of these principles, Le Corbusier relied on architect Adolf Loos’s Raumplan concept, which brought
a new approach to the perception of flexible space in the design process of residential houses. In
the period of the development of modern architecture, Theo Van Doesburg (1924) explained his
theory in an article, Towards a Plastic Architecture, wherein he expressed his view that modern
architecture was the one which was open (p.79).
World War II largely slowed down the development of experimental residential architecture and
the design process was directed to fast and efficient construction rather than to innovation and
a new approach to accomplishing a contemporary residential concept. During this period, the architecture of contemporary residential bulidings was, above all, based on the elaboration of a prototype architecture concept, and was in accordance with priorities directed to a fast and efficient
restoration of cities and settlements. It significantly influenced the appearance of industrialized
concepts and ideas, like Buckminster Fuller’s prototype house, called Dymaxion [Figure 1-right],
which emphasized construction adaptability and flexibility as innovative components.This was when
the period of an advanced development of prefabricated construction started, whose basic priority
was rationality, speed, flexibility, and the implementation of modular systems.
Encouraged by the rapid development of prefabricated architecture, the experimental design in
the architecture of the 1960s became a predominant idea [Figure 2], through the work of young
avant-garde groups like UFO, Archizoom and Superstudio in Italy; Coop Himmelblau and Missing Links
in Austria; Ant Farm and Experiments in Art and Architecture in the USA; and all the way to visionary
utopian architectural elevations like the Archigram in Great Britain. At the same time these groups
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Figure 1.
(from left to right) Gerrit Rietveld, Schroder house, Netherlands, (1924); Le Corbusier, House 14 and 15, Germany, (1927); Buckminster
Fuller, Dymaxion House, USA, (1945).

Figure 2.
(from left to right) Arhigram, Peter Cook, Plug in city, (1964); Kisho Kurokawa, Nakagin tower, Japan, (1972); Arhigram,
Michael Webb - Suitaloon, Studio Vista, London, (1972).

Figure 3.
(from left to right) Shigeru Ban, Naked house, Japan, (2000); Steven Holl, Fukuoka housing, Japan, (1991); Allan Wexler, Crate house, (1991).
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appeared, the manifesto of Japanese architects called “The Metabolism of 1960: The Projects
of New Urbanism” started. It tried to answer the question of where contemporary residential architecture in Japan was heading at the very moment when the nation was losing its
own identity. At the same time this concept was developing, another term appeared - “the
capsule.” It represented a very adaptable, fast and rational element of contemporary residential architecture.
In the 1970s, compact residential units were the focus of the designing ideas of Marco
Zanuso, Alberto Rosselli, and others, who developed the concept of one-room residential
units through their innovative projects, and those units served as places where more than
one person could stay at the same time. These mostly utopian concepts continued to exist
throughout the developing process of transformable residential structures. At the end of
the 20th and the beginning of the 21st century, the implementation of the transformation
principles in residential buildings became more and more noticeable as technology was developing and users’ demands were becoming more complex, whereas experimental, liberal
and innovative ideas became the predominant stream once again. The implementation of
transformation principles in residential houses’ architecture became more prominent and
bolder, starting with Alan Wexler’s experimental Crate house and the Fukuoka multi-family
residential house in Japan by architect Steven Holl, both of which were built at the beginning
of the 1990s, over the innovative technically technological solutions of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT), to a contemporary Japanese house, such as the Naked house
by Shigeru Ban [Figure 3].
The end of the 20th century was greatly connected to the beginnings of technologically inspired concepts in transformable residential architecture. Non-contextual architecture with
restricted spatial capacities was developing rapidly; i.e. the architecture which was adaptable
to context changes in the phase of the exploitation of the object [Figure 4]. Contrary to
the technologically inspired concepts, which were typical of the end of the 20th and the
beginning of the 21st century, Japanese contemporary residential architecture could be seen,
above all, in the implementation of transformation principles in accordance with traditional
postulates, where variability of a spatial plan or the object structure was achieved by implementation of the simple principles of adjustment.
Over the last decade, the need for multi-purpose structures is growing consequently to
the actualization of the sustainable development topic, where the accomplishment of the
concept of transformable and changeable structures becomes an unrestrained process of
rapid development (Asefi, 2010). Today, besides the basic implementation of transformation
principles in architectural design of residential structures, a distinct dynamism and variety of
influences direct this concept to finding solutions to design problems, which are related to
distinct socially-demographic destabilization, caused primarily by war destruction (migration,
finding solutions to the problem of a growing number of displaced persons, economic crisis,
etc.) and by natural changes (natural disasters, which are partly caused by a negative influence of human technological development).
The Key Influences on the Development of the Transformability
Concept
The implementation of transformation principles in the architectural design of contemporary residential houses represents an infallible part of architectural discourse, taking into
account the fact that the concept which does not have transformation principles becomes
insufficiently useful with changes in users’ needs. The dynamics and change in general and
specific needs, as well as the design for a familiar and unfamiliar user, demand a high level
of flexibility in solutions, where the predominant problem is an unfamiliar user, who is statistically generalized, and who is faced with his residential space only when it has already
been built and when a lot of energy and resources are needed to adapt it to his own needs
(Lazovic, 1988). Thus, in general shortage, the residential space resolves primarily biological
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Figure 4.
(from left to right) Eduard Böhtlingk, The Markies, (1985); Richard Horden, Micro compact home, (2002);
Joe Colombo, Total furnishing unit, (1972).

Figure 5.
(from left to right) Andrea Zittel, A-Z wagon station, study, (2012); Michael Jantzen, M house, study, (2011); Michael Jantzen, Transformer
house, study, (2002).

Figure 6.
(from left to right) Seifert and Stoeckmann, Living room house, Germany, (2005); Bevk-Perovic architects, House R, Slovenia, (2008); dRMM
Architects, Sliding house, UK (2009).
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needs, and its social and psychological aspects, while an upgrading of primary needs is disregarded (small and inadequate spaces, overcrowding, impossible additional work, inadequate layout of
rooms, inadequate location, impossible transformation, etc.) The individuality of users’ needs, which
is expressed by the uniqueness and singularity of their demands, is a basis for the idea of the variety of needs in the construction of residential structures. The transformability concept in the
architectural design of contemporary residential houses is essentially linked to the idea of change
in contemporary architectural discourse, in the context of social, spatio-physical, technological, and
economic conditions. These circumstances (spatial limitations, the change of spatio-physical surroundings, frequent change of users, etc.) have the crucial influence on the establishment of transformation principles in a practical architectural discourse. Architecture becomes more flexible and
adaptable in order to fulfill a contemporary context. Architecture has evolved as technology and
contemporary human needs develop, but the identification of context with a physical frame has become a problem in the process of architectural design. The acceptance of the concept determined
only by the physical characteristics of a place has evolved into finding the answer to the question
of aesthetics and form, while at the same time marginalizing or denying the need for more complex
insight into the comprehensive idea of contextualization.
The development of construction and information technologies stimulates a multiple implementation of the transformability concept in architectural design, enabling the generating, checking and
evaluating of the changeable structure concept and its accomplishment. It presumes the usage of
systems enabling new models of architectural design to be created. Such models become part of
the technological approach to contemporary architectural design, by means of implementation of
transformation principles.
Key Influences
Social aspect
- Users’ conceivable needs
- Users’ indefinite needs
- Familiar user
- Unfamiliar user
Spatio-physical context
- Inner spatio-physical context
Spatio-physical limitations of inner layout; the reconfiguration of inner space layout in order to join
it with the outer spatio-physical context; the reconfiguration of inner space layout according to
newly developed guidelines from the immediate outer spatio-physical context
- Outer spatio-physical context
Influences of constant changes in the immediate physical surroundings; natural influences; non-contextual architecture
Technically technological aspect
- The influence of thenically technological aspect during the conceptual design phase - software
- The influence of thenically technological aspect during the phase of transformability concept accomplishment - hardware
Economic aspect
- Design of structures – minimal dimension spaces with a high level of space qualities;
- rationalization of the construction process
Transformation Models
By observing the structures with changeable layout and form as multi-layered structures which
have no distinct spatial limits as a group of “Shearing Layers of Change,” (Brand, 1944) we notice
two basic transformation models [Figure 7] in the architectural design of contemporary residential
houses:
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Figure 7.
Ideogram of transformation models.

A/ The transformation of the inner space layout
This represents a spatio-physical transformation of the inner structure of an object, wherein we
differentiate two basic levels of changeability according to transformation elements where transformation elements represent the basic building elements of a structure (Partition elements, façade
membrane elements and furniture) by which change in disposition or structure the transformation
is achieved.
1/ The primary transformation of the inner space layout
The transformation which is achieved by implementations on the level of primary elements of residential space, meaning change in disposition, shape or structure, partition elements, and inner space
structures (partition walls and inner openings, different spatial volumes, communication elements,
etc.)
2/ The secondary transformation of the inner space layout
The transformation which is achieved by changes on the level of secondary elements of residential
space, meaning change in disposition, shape or structure, movable and fixed furniture (multipurpose
furniture which allows change and usage complement by its transformation.
B/ The transformation of the membrane
This represents a spatio-physical transformation of the outer structure of the building, where we
differentiate two basic levels of changeability according to transformation elements:
1/The transformation of the outer membrane with a change in the dimensions of structures
The transformation which is achieved by changes on the level of the primary elements of a façade,
meaning changes in disposition, façade panels and openings.
2/The transformation of the outer membrane without a change in the dimensions of structures
The transformation which is achieved by changes on the level of secondary elements of a façade,
meaning changes in structure, façade panels and openings. This transformation represents the
change in the membrane structure of the building (external influence protection, change in the
exposure to the sun, change in the extent of an open space, visual connection between inner and
outer space, the formalistic change of the structure aesthetic, etc.)
Determining Principles
Step 1: Analysis of referential examples [Table 1.]
Step 2: Comparative analysis of typical transformation [Table 2.]
Step 3: Determining transformation principles [Table 3.]
Step 4: Definition of transformation principles
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Table 1.
Analysis of referential examples
______
Key influences:
SP – Spatio-physical
TE – Tehnological
SO – Social
EC – Economic
Transformation model type:
IT – Transformation of inner space
ST – Skin transformation
The degree of influence on the transformation concept:
1 – Low
2 – Medium
3 – High
P1 – Principle 1
P2 – Principle 2
P3 – Principle 3
P4 – Principle 4
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Table 2.
Comparative analysis of typical transformation
______
CT - Characteristic transformation
STCH – Structural change
IT – Transformation of inner space
ST – Skin transformation
I – Primary transformation
II – Secondary transformation
hno – House number
LOR – Level of representation
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Table 3.
Determining transformation principles
______
CT - Characteristic transformation
STCH – Structural change
IT – Transformation of inner space
ST – Skin transformation
I – Primary transformation
II – Secondary transformation
hno – House number
LOR – Level of representation
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Transformation Principles
The implementation of transformation principles in the architectural design of contemporary residential houses enables the establishment of new design strategies, and in that way
initiates their further development. These principles, as principle application, are not much
different from the general transformation principles which are applied in design, and are set
by Per Mollerup (2001) through twelve collapsibility principles (p.30). However, the field
and results of their implementation are rather differentiated. These principles treat different
art forms, but they all have the same conclusion, which is that the transformation principles
represent the basis of the transformable architecture (Soozhee, 2008).
According to previously performed analysis about the presence of characteristic transformations according to set parameters of referential examples of transformable residential
architecture, four main transformation principles are established:
1. The principle of opening and closing;,
2. The principle of expanding and contracting;
3. The principle of joining and division; and
4. The principle of pulling in and drawing out.
The observed transformation principles are all about the change in disposition, shape and
structure of the transformation elements, which results in spatially physical structure transformations, while at the same time their implementation is mutually dependent and closely
connected, and in many cases equivalent.
The transformation principles represent the physical and perceptive
transformation of the inner space layout and membrane transformation,
which is achieved by opening and closing, expanding and contracting,
joining and division, and pulling in and drawing out of transformation
elements whose change of disposition, shape or structure achieves the
transformation. It is achieved by the basic and complex (spatial) geometric element of transformation by means of rotation, translation, and rotation with translation. The implementation of this principle is usually
achieved by:
a/ Partition and other elements,
b/ The elements of the façade membrane which are the part of the structure membrane, and
c/ The elements of the inner fittings.
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1/ The principle of opening and closing

a.

b.

Figure 8.
Ideogram of possible transformations, according to the opening and closing principle, where we can see: a.) The transformation of elements;
and b.) Transformation of the inner space layout and membrane transformation.

Figure 9.
The basic elements of the opening and closing transformation principle, where we can see: a.) An element of inner fittings; b.) A partition
element; and c) A façade element.

Figure 10.
Examples of applying the Principle of opening and closing.
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2/ The principle of expanding and contracting

a.

b.

Figure 11.
Ideogram of possible transformations, according to the expanding and contracting principle, where we can see: a.) Transformation of
elements; and b.) Transformation of the inner space layout and membrane transformation.

Figure 12.
The basic elements of the expanding and contracting transformation principle where we can see: a.) An element of inner fittings;
b.) A partition element; and c.) A façade element.

Figure 13.
Examples of applying the Principle of expanding and contracting.
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3/ The principle of joining and division

a.

b.

Figure 14.
Ideogram of possible transformations, according to the joining and division principle, where we can see: a.) The transformation of elements;
and b.) Transformation of the inner space layout and membrane transformation.

Figure 15.
The basic elements of the joining and division transformation principle, where we can see: a.) An element of inner fittings; b.) A partition
element; and c.) A façade element.

Figure 16.
Examples of applying the Principle of joining and division.
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4/ The principle of puling in and drawing out

a.

b.

Figure 17.
Ideogram of possible transformations, according to the pulling in and drawing out principle, where we can see: a.) The transformation of
elements; and b.) Transformation of the inner space layout and membrane transformation.

Figure 18.
The basic elements of the pulling in and drawing out transformation principle, where we can see: a.) An element of inner fittings,
b.) A partition element; and c.) A façade element.

Figure 19.
ples of applying the Principle of pulling in and drawing out.
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as General Designer the CET project. Since 2000, Oosterhuis has been appointed
professor of digital design methods at the Delft University of Technology and he is
currently leading a staff of twenty researchers at Hyperbody, the knowledge centre
for Non-Standard and Interactive Architecture. Oosterhuis is Director of the ProtoSpace Laboratory in the iWEB pavilion, located in front of the Faculty of Architecture. He is member of the Dutch Building Information Council and has been a
Member of the Board of Witte de With Center of Contemporary Art in Rotterdam
and of the VCA (Computerusers Architectural Offices) until 1989. He has been the
co-founder of the Attila Foundation, responsible for the groundbreaking Sculpture
City event in 1994 and the ParaSite weblounge in 1996. He has lectured worldwide at numerous universities, academies and international conferences since 1990.
Oosterhuis has initiated two GameSetandMatch (GSM) conferences at the Delft
University of Technology on the subjects’ multiplayer game design, file to factory
design and build methods and open source communication in the evolutionary
development of the 3D reference model. Award winning building designs include
the Saltwaterpavilion at Neeltje Jans (Gold Award 1997 for innovative recreational
projects, Zeeuwse Architectuurprijs 1998, nomination Mies van der Rohe Award
1998), the Garbagetransferstation Elhorst/Vloedbelt in Zenderen (Business Week/
Architectural Record Award 1998, OCE-BNA Award for Industrial Architecture
1996, Aluminium Design Award 1997) and the Hessing Cockpit in Acoustic Barrier
in Utrecht (National Steel Award 2006, Glass Award 2006, Dutch Design Award for
Public Space 2006, nomination Mies van der Rohe Award 2008, nomination Golden
Pyramid 2006).

Ilona Lénárd is trained as a professional actress in the Academy for Theatrical
Arts in Budapest. After that finished her second studies at the Willem de Kooning
Academy for Visual Arts in Rotterdam as a sculptor. Since 1983 Ilona Lénárd has
worked closely together with architect Kas Oosterhuis. They worked / lived in
1988-1989 in the former studio of Theo van Doesburg in Paris. After her studies
Ilona Lénárd has received many grants to support her professional activities as a
sculptor. Ilona Lénárd has been co-founder of the Attila Foundation [1993-1998]
realizing the Sculpture City project in 1994 and the ParaSite project in 1996. Ilona
Lénárd has been invited to lecture at universities and conferences in The Netherlands and abroad, focusing on her specific topics Artificial Intuition and Powerlines.
She has been a visiting lecturer at Hyperbody at the TU Delft. Ilona Lénárd has realized a number of art projects in public space [Swinging Light Velp, Musicsculpture
Oldemarkt, TT Monument Assen], she has exhibited and published internationally.
Over all these years Ilona Lénárd has built up a strong portfolio of autonomous
paintings, recent series of paintings are the Tangle, Twig, Flow, Polynuclear, Loop, Up
and robotic painting [Machining Emotion] series.
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Alexander Liu Cheng is a PhD candidate at Hyperbody, TU Delft (Delft,
The Netherlands), and researcher at Facultad de Arquitectura y Urbanismo, Universidad Tecnológica Equinoccial (Quito, Ecuador). He designs, develops, and implements Cyber-Physical Systems within the Adaptive Architecture discourse. Alex
obtained a Bachelor of Science in Computer Science from the New York Institute
of Technology (New York, USA); a professional Master of Architecture from The
University of British Columbia (Vancouver, Canada); and a Master of Science in
Advanced Construction and Building Technology—Automation, Robotics, Services
from Technische Universität München (Munich, Germany). In addition to his academic pursuits, Alex has previously worked as Architectural Designer at GRAFT
Architects (Los Angeles, USA; Berlin, Germany; Beijing, China).

Carlos Aguiar is PhD Student in Human Behavior and Design at Cornell
University. He has worked in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, as designer and architect for
several years before he joined the MSc. in Design Computing at the University of
Washington, Seattle. In his research though design MSc. thesis, Carlos designed
and tested an intelligent and networked suit of robotic furniture, which aimed to
work as an assistive technology to support aging in place. In 2015, Carlos joined
the PDBE PhD program at Clemson University, SC, and in 2016 Carlos transferred
to Cornell University to continue his research in Architectural Robotics. Under
the supervision of Dr. Keith E. Green, Carlos research examines how a responsive,
cyber-physical architecture can augment social interaction in public and semipublic
spaces within the city. Carlos has been awarded a full time Teaching Assistantship at
both Clemson University and Cornell University.

Olga Bannova is a Research Associate Professor at the University of Houston where she is directing the Sasakawa International Center for Space Architecture (SICSA). Olga conducts research and design studies that address planning
analyses for a broad range of space and extreme environment projects including
inflatable structures, special design influences and requirements, and habitat concepts for different conditions in space, and extreme environments on Earth. Olga’s
doctoral studies at the Architectural department at Chalmers university focus on
research and design facilities for severe climate conditions including Polar Regions
or those that are exposed to extreme temperature swings. She pays particular
attention to emerging technologies and materials and optimization of proven techniques in order to find more economical and practical design solutions while providing functional comfort for habitability. Author of more than 30 publications and
a book “Space Architecture Education for Engineers and Architects”, Springer, 2016.
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Nils Jäger studied Architecture at Technische Universität Berlin (BA) and Ball
State University, Muncie, IN, USA (M.Arch.). He recently completed his PhD in
Computer Science at the University of Nottingham (2015, thesis title: Enacted Embodiment in Adaptive Architecture: Physiological Interactions between Inhabitants
and Biofeedback Architecture). Prior to his doctoral studies, Nils gained professional experience in Dallas, TX, USA, working in an office specializing in corporate
interior architecture. He has supervised M.Sc. students (Computer Science), was
a teaching assistant in Architectural Humanities, and taught architectural design
studios. Nils is currently a Research Fellow at the Mixed Reality Laboratory, University of Nottingham, where he investigates the inhabitation of adaptive architecture.
Through experimental and “in the wild” research he examines embodiment, actual
and perceived control, as well as agency within adaptive environments. He also
studies the emerging interactions with architecture made possible by the Internet
of Things and the smart home/smart cities paradigm.

Vladimir Andjelkovic is an architect from Pancevo, Serbia. During 20002006, he studied at the University of Belgrade, Faculty of Architecture (FoA). In the
period from 2005 - 2008 he worked as a teaching assistant in the Studio Project 1
at the same university. In 2008, he entered his PhD studies at the FoA to research
transformable architectural structures. Since 2006, he has been working as a leading
architect-designer in the office “Bekament LLC” in Belgrade. From 2008 to 2010,
he became a member of the Association of Architects of Belgrade and a member
of the Association of Applied Arts Artists and Designers of Serbia. He has created
a research corner called “a2arhitektura” together with architect Dijana Adzemovic
Andjelkovic. He is the author of several award-winning project designs, and winner
of numerous awards and recognitions for architecture, industrial design and graphic
design. Moreover, he has actively participated in the development of architectural
and design competitions.
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Algorithmic Thinking
Guest Editors: Ramón Sastre Sastre and Ana Cocho-Bermejo
Architectural Innovation and Technology Laboratory, LITA. Barcelona Tech, UPC. Spain.
Genetic Architectures Research Group, GENARQ. UIC. Spain
The 8th issue of the archiDOCT e-journal welcomes papers that explore the idea of
relational thinking in architectural design. The main aim of the issue will be to highlight
doctoral research work that deals with design processes of open-ended scenarios where
information technology plays a key role. Nowadays there seems to be a consensus about
the current issues recurring in design: continuous variation and intelligent emergence
towards variability that is explored through computation.The variability yielded through
the exploitation of computation allows for new design methodologies to emerge that
in turn suggest new formal languages. In this sense the current architectural narrations
assert for a dynamic conception of form. The notion of architectural form as interface,
emerges as a crucial factor for design appling a real-time affection between architecture
and people.
Authors will not only be engaged with concepts as variability, parametric design, digital media, algorithmic design, continuity or digital materialization and fabrication techniques but also with concepts within the post-parametrics era and the definition of
the respective discourse. Contemporary advances in systems based on the continuous
variation triggered by the intelligence of their components interacting with each other,
are currently proposed as the cause for the emergent properties that will configure
architectural design.
This archiDOCT issue invites doctoral research efforts focusing upon New Digital
approaches system finding based, initially proposed ten years ago, that have opened up
the debate on a new aesthetics associated with the second phase of digital era we are
currently experiencing. Architectural design proposals are driven by a better consciousness of material behavioural possibilities aiming for formal enrichment. Architects might
be looking at systems components and their interactions with each other in an attempt
to find the basic definition of a new aesthetics. The integration of smart materials and
the emergence of the constitutive automation model is important in this direction, as it
leads to research that simplify control systems while augmenting form dynamics.
Important dates
Submission deadline (full papers): 15 September 2016
Review period: 16 September - 15 October 2016
Revision period: 16 October – 30 November 2016
Follow-up review: 01 December - 15 December 2016
Final revision: 16 December - 31 December 2016
Publication date: 01 February 2017
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archiDOCT is published two times a year, in July and January. The official language of
the journal is English. Submitted manuscripts for review should not exceed 4500 words,
including abstracts, references and image captions. The referring system will be the Harvard System. Text should be saved in a Microsoft Word or RTF file, while the supporting
visual material (images, diagrams, sketches, tables and so on) should be sent as TIFF files
with a resolution of at least 300 dpi. All visual material should be clearly indicated and
numbered in the text, along with the respective image captions and credits. Additionally,
all manuscripts should be submitted in A4 ”camera-ready” .pdf format that gives an idea
of how a finalized version looks like.
archiDOCT only accepts manuscripts from PhD students. In order for an article submission to be considered for publication, the student must be a registered and active
member of the ENHSA Observatory (www.enhsa.net/main/observatory), a PhD research portal created to facilitate communication and meaningful information exchange
between architecture doctoral students.
Reviewing policy
The peer reviewers are all confirmed educators of architecture coming from different
educational backgrounds, with different specialisations and expertise that share the common interest of their doctoral students: to encourage them to publish their work while
improving their thinking processes towards academic research writings. Each submitted
article is reviewed by two members of the journal’s Scientific Committee anonymously.
Copyright policy
The archiDOCT journal is offered in a downloadable form for academic and research
purposes only. All material published in each issue is, unless otherwise stated, the property of the authors of the respective articles. The reproduction of an article in whole is
only allowed with the written consent of the author. Any reproduction of the material
in parts, in any manner, should properly credit the copyright holder. A single copy of the
materials available in each issue may be made for personal, noncommercial use.
For general enquiries please contact the Editorial Board at archidoct@enhsa.net
For enquires specifically addressed to the upcoming 8th ISSUE
please contact acocho@uic.es
For further information please visit www.enhsa.net/archidoct
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